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NOTICE 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Department of Energy, nor any of their employees, makes any 
warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference 
herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by 
trade name, mark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not necessarily 
constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by 
the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views and 
opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof. 



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This study reviews state and local regulation of power plant construction and 
operation as it may relate to solar power satellite receiving stations. These 
receiving antenna stations (rectennas) win each occupy a land area of 100-200 km2, 
and will receive microwave transmissions from the solar power satellite and con
vert them into electricity for transmission to the power grid. The long lead 
time associated with the SPS and the changing status of state and local regula
tion dictated emphasis on: (1) generic classification of the types of regulation; 
and (2) identification of "regulatory vectors" which affect rectenna facilities. 

Following a brief sunmary of selected regulatory functions in 48 states, the re
port focuses on the four states of California, Colorado, Connecticut, and Florida. 
These four states all are identified by the Center for Policy Process as "bell
wether" states and represent a useful cross-section in terms of size, location, 
and present regulatory framework. There is also a brief discussion of the extent 
to which analogues to U.S. state and local regulation exist in other countries. 

A generic list of the types of regulation is developed and each type of regula
tion is classified by: (1) primary level of jurisdiction, e.g., state o~ local; 
and (2) estimated level of involvement with the SPS. Nine types of regulation 
are characterized by a presumably universal processing requirement for SPS. For 
most other types of regulation, SPS involvement is expected to be dependent on 
the particular location chosen. Federally pre-empted regulations, including 
microwave-related health regulations, are identified. 

Among the regulatory vectors identified as having potential impact on the SPS 
are: centralization; resistance to new technology; increasing site size and 
remoteness; conflicts between land use and energy regulation; and increasing 
regionalization of planning without corresponding regulatory coordination. 

If utilities are to be asked to commit to purchase SPS bulk power or finance con
struction in advance of the actual delivery of the power, both the rate regula
tors and the utilities will probably refuse without a federal guarantee of 
delivered SPS power cost. 

The SPS may pose a major reliability problem because of the concentration of so 
much capacity in a single plant potentially subject to single-point failure. 
This may require significantly more instantaneous (spinning) reserves in a time 
of increasing regulatory resistance to funding apparently "excessive" reserves. 

Reinforcement of ongoing parallel studies might be more cost-effective than 
further detailed independent study of the state and local regulations. The 
Berkeley Energy Facility Siting Study, ongoing studies by the Western Interstate 
Energy Board and the Southern Interstate Nuclear Board, and the current National 
Power Grid evaluation project should all be considered in this regard. Specific 
issues which appear to merit further SPS-focused research include: reliability 
and reserve requirements; prospects and prerequisites for regional regulation; 
and the need for federal energy cost guarantees as a condition of advance commit
ment. There is also a need for further integration of the existing research on 
state and local regulation with the ongoing research on SPS land use and siting. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. Department of Energy and the National Aeronautics and Space Administra
tion are investigating a potential new source of energy called the Satellite 
Power System {SPS). The SPS concept involves placing a satellite equipped with 
large solar cell arrays in orbit around the earth. The energy collected by the 
satellite is converted to microwaves and beamed to a receiving station located 
on the ground. Both the satellite and the rectenna (receiving antenna) are on 
the order of one hundred square kiiometers in size and the system is designed 
so that each rectenna will provide 5,000 megawatts {five gigawatts) to the 
utility grid. The total land area required by each rectenna facility, includ
ing provision for a microwave buffer zone, is estimated at approximately 50,000 
acres or 200 square kilometers. 

This study, which is being prepared for the Department of Energy under a sub
contract to PRC Energy Analysis Company, is designed to determine what kinds of 
regulations s~ould apply to rectenna facilities at the state, local and 6ther
country level in order that the SPS could operate and that the available power 
could be distributed to potential consumers. 

The critical elements in the SPS rectenna description in relation to state and 
local regulations include: 

1. its large capacity {five gigawatts per rectenna), 

2. the unusually large land area needed (50,000 acres, including the 
buffer zone), 

3. an initial operating date in the year 2000, 

4. presumably remote non-urban locations due both to the large land area 
required and the potentially adverse microwave effect on radio recep
tion in urban areas, and 

5. the new and largely untested technology of the SPS which may still not 
be fully validated at the time of initial advance commitments by par
ticipating utilities. 

The balance of this report is organized into six additional sections. Section 
II provides a description of the method of approach and certain critical limit
ations in the analysis. Section III provides a brief sull1t1ary of the evolution 
of power plant regulation in the United States with a more detailed overview 
of the current regulatory process in four selected states. The classification 
of the types of state and local regulation is discussed in Section IV. Section 
V deals with the limited applicability of present regulation to the SPS. The 
potential in the regulation of the SPS, examined in terms of issues rather than 

1Federal regulations are the subject of another White Paper. 
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as a reflection of present procedures, is the subject of Section VI. 

A very brief treatment of power plant regulation in other countries is provided 
in Section VII and the report concludes with reconmendations for further study 
(Section VIII}. 

There are also two appendices, the first of which is a brief annotated biblio
graphy of recent and ongoing parallel studies of power plant siting and utility 
regulation. Appendix B provides a detailed review of regulator~ processing in 
several particularly sensitive areas for the four selected states. 
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II. METHOD OF APPROACH AND LIMITATIONS 

GENERAL APPROACH TO DATA COLLECTION 

To some extent, the data collection effort was separated into two related but 
independent components. The first of these dealt with the extensive body of 
literature on facility siting and environmental regulations surrounding the 
establishment of new power plants in the United States. This is the area in 
which there has been the most recent development and in which regulatory pro
cesses are most rapidly evolving. 

The second element in the data collection was a brief overview of the rate and 
financial regulation by the various state commissions. 

In the initial study effort, specific attention was given to the identification 
and collection of various overall guides, handbooks and directories of siting 
and environmental regulations as they applied to power plants. 

A critical element in both the data collection and subsequent analysis involved 
identification, review and personal discussion with the authors of other on
going "overview" studies of the siting and regulatory process. Three sources 
in particuiar were found to be of unusual value in this regard. These included 
an ongoing study of critical issues in power plant sitings by the Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratories and the Earl Warren Law Institute of the University of 
California (the Berkeley Energy Facility Siting Study, or BEFS Study; see 
Appendix A and References 77 and 79). Staff members for this study were an 
invaluable source of information. In many respects this research represents 
an important overlapping of the current study effort although it more explicit
ly focuses on current technology and coal-fired power plants. 

Other important ongoing parallel efforts were identified with the Southern 
Interstate Nuclear Board (SINB) (81), the Western Interstate Nuclear Board (now 
known as the Western Interstate Energy Board) (89), and the National Academy of 
Public Administration (66). These and other relevant works are described in 
summary form in the annotated bibliography (Appendix A). 

SPECIFIC DATA COLLECTION EFFORTS IN FOUR STATES 

Because the variation in state regulation is so broad, it was clearly outside 
the scope of this study to attempt to analyze power plant siting, financial 
regulation and environmental regulation in all 48 conterminous United States. 
Instead, an effort was made to identify several states which were particularly 
representative of patterns in energy and power plant siting relation. The four 
states selected were California, Colorado, Connecticut, and Florida. 

These have been identified as "bellwether" states by The Center for Policy Pro
cess in their publication known as the "Trend Report" (25). Their analysis of 



public policy changes indicates that many aspects of national life, notably 
including regulatory processing, often occur first in one of these four states 
and later spread to others. 

These four represent a useful cross-section of regulation processing and geo
graphical constraints. California and Florida are apparent leaders in energy 
regulation with some of the most highly evolved siting and environmental rules. 
The four as a group represent a very diverse set of regulatory approaches. 
Furthermore, the four states represent a wide variation in land area and in 
population, as well as widely different levels of population growth and indus
trial expansion. Three of the four are coastal states and hence face the pro
blems associated with coastal zone management. 

There were extensive personal communications with regulatory personnel in each 
state. These are surrmarized in a second set of references identified as Personal 
Corrmunications,also in Exhibit B. The corrments and interpretations contained 
in this report reflect a synthesis of the various inputs received from a wide 
range of individuals and are not always specifically sourced to one person. 

NEED FOR AN INDIRECT APPROACH TO SPS REGULATION 

The viability of the SPS concept is still in its initial stages of evaluation. 
Should the Department of Energy decide to proceed with SPS, it will be many 
years before the technology is adequately defined and the specifications and 
operating characteristics of the system can be stated in any but the most gen
eral and speculative terms. Consequently, any attempt to directly analyze the 
applicability of present regulations to the SPS would be a largely empty exer
cise. - Notwithstanding these obvious objection;, it is useful to review some of 
the problems encountered in data collection and in inviting sources to speculate 
as to the potential regulatory problems that the system would encounter. 

First of all there is a very limited knowledge of the SPS and a wide range of 
misconceptions. Such familiarity as regulatory staff members have with the 
concept sometimes leads them to emphasize the large and "monstrous" scale of 
the project, the dangers of microwave radiation, and the speculative "Buck 
Rogers" character of the system. 

The problems of limited knowledge and apparent misconceptions were further exacer 
bated by a semantic problem revolving around the word "solar". In initial 
attempts at data collection, the consultant identified the SPS project as the 
subject for his inquiry and was frequently referred to the "solar energy" depart
ment within the state agency. These entities were primarily concerned with 
decentralized applications of solar energy for water and space heating. As a 
result. they were not only unable to help with respect to the power plant regu
lation issues but often voiced strong objections to the SPS concept because of 
the high degree of centralization it seemed to represent. This semantic problem 
was later resolved by referring to the project only as a power plant at the 
initial stage of inquiry. 
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The result of these observations was to create a focus in this study on two more 
generalized approaches to the problems of state and local regulations: 

1. The classifications of types of regulations with special emphasis on 
"potential applicability to the SPS", and 

2. the identification of generic issues or "vectors" in the regulatory 
process which might bear significantly on the SPS. Among the issues 
considered as regulatory vectors that could impact the SPS were cen
tralization, attitudes towards new technology, problems with large 
physical sites, jurisdictional conflicts, issues of remoteness of 
load centers, etc. 
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III. EVOLUTION OF POWER PLANT REGULATION 

SITING AND FACILITY NEED REGULATION 

Traditionally, decisions to site power plants have been governed by a combina
tion of the corporate interests and obligations of the utility companies, temper
ed in varying degrees by the utility regulators and other permitting agencies. 
What resulted was a collection of requirements for various governmental approvals 
(for various aspects of the siting process) -- a collage of spinoffs from the 
planning, constructing and operating generation facilities. 

The utility companies assumed the responsibility for forecasting need, planning, 
siting, constructing, distributing and transmitting electrical power. The 
utility regulators (generally Public Utility Commissions, or PUC's) were created 
around the turn of the century for approving rate schedules, equipment acquisi
tion, financing, overseeing the quality of service,and the integrity of the 
utility corporate operations. 

Before the beginning of this decade, the process by which a power plant \~as 
"created" was segmented and informal, but it generally worked. Utility com
panies projected their needs, located a site, figured out the financing and then 
went to state agencies for approval. However, since the late 1960's a number 
of factors have complicated this process: 

1. The electrical blackouts in the northeast raised questions of the relia
bility of power supply on a regional basis (47). 

2. The 1973 Arab Oil embargo heightened the realization that the nation's 
energy survival could depend on lessening its dependence on insecure 
sources of supply and caused a shift in emphasis from oil to alternative 
sources of energy (47). 

3. Federal legislation such as the National Environmental Policy Act of 
1969 _(NEPA) and the Coastal Zone Management Act amendments, and the Air 
and Water Quality legislation created federal standards for the evalua
tion of impacts relating to construction of most major energy projects. 

4. The rising cost of labor and of energy fuels has resulted in the utility 
rate regulators taking a much more critical look at applications for new 
generating facilities. 

5. The desire to protect the environment and provide low-cost electricity 
has resulted in programs (both mandated and voluntary} for locating 
cheap, clean, renewable or undepletable sources of fuel. 

A great deal of study and analysis of the existing regulatory maze has con
cluded that no single answer or framework, or legislation for handling the pro
cess has arisen. In states which have attempted to form an agency to issue a 
single permit, interagency conflicts, jurisdictional overlapping, and, in some 
cases, jealousie~ have arisen. Further, the federal nature of some necessary 
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approvals (such as those for air and water quality) and the technical expertise 
required by the state or local agency normally empowered with the jurisdiction 
cast some doubt on the efficacy of attempting to pre-empt that level of review 
and approval. 

In some states such as Colorado, the process works best where there is no 
statewide legislation to cover the siting process. In other cases the law 
does little to affect the informal, but functional, relationships which 
already existed. In other states the underlying question of "who has the 
final authority" have yet to be answered simply because current situations 
do not require a resolution (47, 64, 66). 

The lead time for building generating capacity is now approaching a decade. Stat 
authorities recognize that it is important to assure not only that enough elec
trical capacity is built, but also that the new plants meet the tests of economy, 
environmental protection and national security (64). In attempting to respond 
to all of these pressures and avoid federal involvement, 27 states have enacted 
energy facility siting legislation in the past eight years. Some attempted to 
create a single agency where the utility could apply for "one stop shopping". 
Other states have created agencies or empowered existing ones with the mandate 
to act as permit assistants. Some have merely attempted to reduce the red tape 
( 79). 

The number of siting decisions has decreased in recent years. Thus, siting 
decision making within a given state tends to be more of an individual, ad hoc 
process than a highly institutionalized routinized system. The projectecr-size 
of new plants and the presumed economies of scale in large plants would seem to 
suggest that siting decisions will, in most states, continue to be infrequent. 

FINANCIAL AND RATE REGULATION 

Historically, rate regulation of electrical utilities was an arcane but not 
particularly controversial process by which elaborate formulas involving rate 
base, taxation and rates of return were incorporated into the financial regula
tory framework. Actually, through the late~l960's, the cost of delivered elec
tricity did not rise particularly (and arguably, actually declined in terms of 
constant dollars). 

The combination of the energy shortages of the early 1970's and the growing 
environmental regulation of public utilities has created certain important 
changes in this as in siting procedures. A detailed consideration of the rate
making process is not warranted since the massive financing needed for the SPS 
will require new institutions and regulations. Two aspects of current rate 
regulation would, however, appear to relate indirectly to SPS. 

First of all, the traditional pattern of rate regulation in the context of new 
facility construction was that the utilities issued securities to build their 
new plants. The cost of the new plants was not included in the rate base until 
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those plants became operational. At that time, the utility went before the 
regulatory body and petitioned to include in its rate base the capital costs, 
together with accrued interest on the funds borrowed for construction. As long 
as the time frame between the commitment and completion of a new plant was 
fairly short and completion was fairly certain, this process created no par
ticular problem. More recently, the longer time frames and the substantially 
greater uncertainty associated with environmental processing have interfered 
with this process. Utilities now are faced with the need to seek rate relief 
before completion and, in some cases, for projects which are never completed. 

The lead times are so long and the construction expenditures so large that there 
is increasing evidence that the private sector may not be able to supply the 
necessary funds without additional assurance of the utilities' ability to repay. 
Without some ability to pass on these costs to the ratepayers prior to comple
tion, the utilities may be unable to provide the necessary assurance (6, 61). 

In addition, there have been substantial construction funds or other "front end 
monies" advanced for new power plants which became unrecoverable because· 
the plant is not actually built, e.g., Kaparowitz. This also has led the 
utilities to seek some sort of relief. 

The incorporation of some portion of construction work in progress (CWIP) into 
the rate base is a critical issue for utilities. This problem is worsened by 
the decline in values of utilities stock and their increasing difficulties in 
raising financing in the private sector. Without profitability, their equity 
and debt issues are less attractive (61). 

A second and very critical issue is the question of uncertainty of power costs. 
Rapid increase in fossil fuel costs in the 1970 1 s has given rise to a strong 
movement for fuel adjustment clauses in rate regulation. This is to say that 
the utilities should be able to pass on, without the necessity of an extended 
rate hearing, those direct increases in fuel costs that are exacted by suppliers 
of crude oil, coal, etc. This has been resisted by the regulatory authorities 
who feel that their interest is to protect the consumer. 

The fuel adjustment clause concept is not necessarily directly related to the 
SPS, but is indirectly relevant insofar as there is and will continue to be 
some residual issue of uncertainty with respect to the actual cost of SPS power 
until several rectennae are in operation. 

Key Emerging Issues 

The key issues in utility rate regulation that may bear indirectly on the SPS 
are: 

1. CWIP, i.e., the willingness of regulatory authorities to incorporate 
within the rate base funds for construction work in progress or other 
"front end" monies. 
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2. Willingness or ability of the regulators to deal with uncertainty 
as to fuel costs or, more generically, potential increases in 
delivered power costs due to third-party action. 

3. The exacerbation of both these problems by the combination of rapidly 
rising capital needs on the part of the utility industry and 
diminished profitability and reduced access to capital monies. 

Interaction with Site and Facility Regulation 

The rate-making process and the attempts at redefinition of the rate base 
are to a very large extent a reflection of the increased problems with power 
plant construction and siting. Site selection and approval appears to be a 
major source of much of the delay and uncertainty. Consequently, much of the 
focus of this analysis has been on power plant siting regulation. Delay is~ 
in turn, the source of sbustantial increase in cost and uncertainty. Siting 
regulation is one cf several factors which lead to dimunition of the self
financing capabilities of utilities and substantial increasing upward pressure 
on rates. 

SELECTED REGULATORY FUNCTIONS BY STATE 

In this investigation, detailed analysis of regulation was confined to 
the four selected states for the reasons given above. Nevertheless, a 
limited attempt was made to review the more critical regulatory functions 
for all 48 coterminous United States. For purposes of this analysis, 
several regulatory functions and/or entities (summarized in Exhibit 1) were 
selected as being particularly relevant to consideration of the SPS. This 
summary addresses the following issues: 

1. Whether the Public Utilities Commission (PUC) will require certificate 
for generating plants and/or transmission lines; 

2. the existence of a state power siting law; 

3. whether the coordination (if any) of the siting process involves 
a one-step or two-step permit process; 

4. some evaluation of the extent to which the PUC certification authority 
is shared with other agencies and/or is contingent on environmental 
approvals; and 

5. the degree to which the rate-setting authorities of the PUC are 
employed to set interchange rates, determine rate adjustment clauses, 
and to allow inclusion of construction work in progress (CWIP) or 
interest for funds used in construction in the rate base. 

For the classification of power facility siting laws, the primary references 
were the Southern Interstate Nuclear Board (81) and the Berkeley Electrical 
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Facility Sitin~ Study (79). These two references, particularly the BEFS 
Study reference,are the ~ost recent comprehensive treatments of this subject. 
For all other regulatory functions. the source \'/as the 1976 Annual Report 
of the National Association of Regulatory Utility Coml"'issioners (MARUC) (67). 
This last is to sol"'e decree obsolete, reflectino conditions at the end of 1976. 
The next NARUC annual r~port should become available later· this year and could 
provide the basis for some updatin~ of this material. 

l\ny attempt at general classification of the 48 states into sirr.ple "yes-or
no" cate~ories is subject to a number of oualifications. These are indicated 
by the numerous footnotes to Exhibit l. 

Of the 48 states, 27 have laws or regulations dealing explicitly with electrical 
power plant siting. Within this group, most (21 states) also represent that 
they have one-stop permitting processes. As discussed subsequently in this 
report, these one-stop processes are, in many instances, more illusory than 
real. 

Public utility commissions 9enerally, but not universally, require a Certifi
cate of Public Convenience and ~!ecessity (CPCM) before they will authorize 
a utility to build a new ~eneration plant or major new transmission lines. 
This authority is claimed in 26 states with respect to 0eneration plants and 
in 28 states with respect to transmission lines. In most states, the mandate 
to issue a CPCN is not necessarily the only measure of the power of the PUCs. 
Through their power to set rates, they can effectively limit new power plant 
or transmission line construction even in the absence of an explicit certifi
cation process. 

There is an increasing tendency for PUCs to share their certification authority 
with other agencies, such as energy or environmental agencies, or other state
wide planning and control entities. As of the end of 1976, there were 25 
states in which this authority was shared. At the same time, 10 of the states 
specifically made PUC certification contingent on a positive recommendation 
by an environmental agency. This small number of states in which the codes 
specifically provide for contingent certification may substantially understate 
the impact of environmental regulation. Often environmental agencies can 
effectively block power plant construction through statutory authority granted 
under other laws. 

Certain state PUCs have authority to regulate interchange rates (see sixth 
column of Exhibit 1), i.e., rates between their constituent utilities and 
also between those utilities and those of other states. This column is 
included primarily for information purposes and to indicate that only a few 
such states have this authority. 

In most states, the laws and/or regulations governing the PUC provide for 
periodic rate adjustment. This adjustment may be either automatic ("auto" 
on Exhibit l) or periodic. The automatic rate adjustment clauses in state 
regulations seem to apply almost exclusively to externally imposed costs 
outside the control of the utility, notably taxes. Most frequently, this type 
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EXHIBIT 1 • SELECTED REGULATORY FiJHCTIONS BY STATE IN THE CONTINENTAt U.S. 

PUC l Requires Cert • Of PUCl Certification Author lt:t Selected Rate Base Ha,r: Inc I ude 
Conv. & Necess I t.i:' for Shared contingent on Interchange Rate Construction Allowance for 

State Po<wer Generating Transmission With Other Envirooiaental Rates Set Adjustment Work in Pro- funds Used 
lli.Y!_ Siting Law ~- Lines Agencies Agency Rec_,_'._ 8,l PUC4 !£_ovision 5_ 9ress (CWlf}. in Cons true t ion 

Alabama x x Auto-Fuel x x 
Arizona 1-Stop6 x x Auto-Fuel x' x1 
Arkansas 2-StopG x x x x Auto-Fuel x 
cal lfornia 1-Stop• xa X' x _, 0 Auto-Fue 111 If Complete12 If C"".'\'Jete 17 

Colorado 14 _l• x x x Auto-Fuel is x 
Connecticut 1-Stop• x Auto-Fuel 

Delaware Auto-Fuel x 
Florida 1-Stop• .IG _16 x Fuel Only17 _18 
Georgia x Auto-Fuel 
Idaho x x _20 Auto-No Fue 1 
!1 linois x X" -'' x Auto-Fuel X' 3 X" 
lncHana Auto-Fue1 25 x 
Iowa l-~~: x x x _26 Auto-Fuel _21 

Kansas x x x Auto-fuel 
Kentucky I-Stop• x x x x Auto-Fuel 
Louisiana _29 _,. 

Auto-Fuel _30 x 
Mafne Yes is x ll xlt x x x Auto-Fuel x 
Maryland 1-Stop• x x ~ Auto-Fuel x i 

Massachusetts 1-Stop6 x'' x .20 x Auto-fuel 
Michigan x _ll xl• Auto-fuel x 
Minnesota 1-Stop6 x Fuel Only .lS 
Mi SS i SS i ppi x x x Fuel Only x x _, 
Missouri x x x x Auto-Fuel - x 

'!'> -tana l-Stop6 Auto-Fuel x 
Nebraska 
rtevada 1 ·Stop6 x x X'" x Auto-No Fuel l7 
New Halllpshi re 1-Stop6 x x xi• x" Auto-Fuel 
New Jersey Yes 4 0 

_ .. , _,, x Auto-Fuel Ad Hoc 42 Ad Hoc"' 
New Mexico 1-Stop• x x x - x Auto-Fuel x•l 
llew Vork i-Stop6 -"" x x Auto-Fue I" s x 

North carol ina Huclear x x Fuel Only"• 
North Dakota 1-Stop6 x x x Auto-Fuel x 
Ohio 1-Stop• -'•7 _41 x Auto-Fuel .•a x 
Oklahooa x x Auto-Fuel X49 

Oreqon 1-Stop• xso x x Fuel Only xs1 
Permsyl vania x x Auto-Fuel xs2 

Rhode Island x x x Auto-Fuel 
South carol ina 1-Stop6 x x x Auto-Fuel 
Sovth Dakota s; Auto-Fuel 54 

Tennessee Auto-Fuel xss 
Texas x x Fuel Only x 
Utah x XS6 x Auto-No Fuel x 

ve,..,.,t 1-Sto,6 x x - x Auto-Fuel xs1 
Virginia Yes 0 x x Auto-Fuel x x 
W.shington 1-Stop• xs• xsa 
West Virginia x x x Auto-Ko Fuel x 
Wisconsin 2-Stop6 x x x x x Auto-fuel" .60 

Wyoming 1-Stop6 x x -" x Fuel Only'" 
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EXHIBIT l - SELECTED REGULATORY ru:KTIONS BY STATE IN THE COIHINENTAL U.S. 

PUC (Public Utilities Conmission) used here as generic name for state utilities' 
regulator, e.g., public service connission, department of utilities, etc. 

2 Typically called a "Certificate of {Present and Futur•) Puhl ic Convenience and 
Necessity." 

CPCH's contingent on favorable rec°"""'ndation from any environmental agency. 

Interchange rates are power prices charged and, paid to other utilities for power. 

s Auto= the agency establishes automatic rate adjustment clauses in tariffs, 
fuel = the agency allows periodic adjustments for changes in average cost of fuel 
(electric). 

6 Provision for one- or two-stop coordination of all permits. 
7 Either CWJP or interest charged to construction is allowed, not both. 
8 Generating plants in excess of 50 HW. 
9 Transmission lines in excess of 200 KV. 

10 Environmental agencies have concurrent jurisdiction with Public Utilities Conmission. 
11 Rate adjustment clause provisions have been established but are subject to PUC 

review and are not automatic. 
12 Completed but not interest bearing; Capitalized upon completion. 
IJ 

" 

" 
16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

" 
22 

23 

'" 

Allowance for funds not permitted in rate base, but is actually used 
as offset to CWJP by adding it to net operating income in income statement. 

Not necessary if line, plant or system is contiguous to existi 19 system 
and not into area of another utility of like ch3ract~r. and if extension 
is necessary in the ordinary course of business. 

Only automatic with respect to fuel costs passed on by other jurisdictional compa
nies in certain instances. All others must be filed for'. 
The 1974 legislature gave territory authority to the PSC over all electrics, 
including municipal and REA's -- scope not yet settled. 

Rate adjustments for fuel costs for electric utilities subject to monthly hearings 
by the Conwnissioners. 

Except CWIP on which interest was charged. 

Only interest charged on construction already closed to plant in service; depre
ciation on same allowed in cost of services. 

Such standards probably would be considered if brought to attention and certificate 
would most llkely impose conditions. 

C~rtificates are required if new areas are to be served by the facilities. 

Certificates are not required, but evidence of compliance is sought in certificate 
proceedings. 

That part which is in service, on which no interest has been charged. 

Only interest charged to construction already capitalized to plant in service; 
depreciation on same allowed in cost of service; book-tax timing differences flowed 
through to the income statement. 

2 s Rate adjuotments based on cost of fuel requires summary hearing on sole issue of 
fuel cost. B-1-2-42. 

26 Not by law other than public interest. 
27 Construction work in progress on which AFUDC has not been capitalized has been 

included in rate base in some rate case proceedings. 

2 ' Classified as "No" in primary reference, SINB (Reference 81). More recent investi
gation (BEFSS, see Reference 79) indicates such a law. 

29 Louisiana Constitution of 1974 grants wide and plenary authority to "regulate" but 
no specific certification authority is provided except by statute to radio conman 
carriers. Authority may be implied. Allocation of territory has been undertaken 
by General Order as well as R.S. 45:121 ~ ~· 

30 Must meet tests of reasonableness. 
31 

J2 

3J 

34 

Finding of public convenience and necessity required if another utility is already 
offered or is authorized to offer a comparable service in the same area. 
35 M.R.S.A. 13-A. 
Department has power to rezone property for construction of utility facilities and 
make takings in Eminent Domain Proceedings. 

In certain cases. 

Rates for interstate service subject to FPC. 

JS Minnesota Statute Sec. 216 ~ .10, Sub. 6 provides in part " ... to the extent that 
CWIP is included in the rate base, the income used in determining the actual 
return on the public utility property shall include an allowance for funds used 
during construction." 

JG State Conmission of Environmental Protection. 

37 Local taxes, large industrial consumers served by contract. 
38 Site Evaluation Coownittee. 

J 9 When not subject to FPC. 

i+'J Classified in SINB only with reference to "Coastal Facility Review Act 11
; classi

fied in BEFSS (Reference 79). 

"' The key word here is authority. The conmission can do all these things on the 
basis that utilities must provide safe, adequate, and proper services. 

42 Based on facts and circumstances on the case in question. 

" Allowed only if interest has not been capitalized. 

"" The certificates of public convenience and necessity heretofore issued by the 
coownission for the most part authorize construction of minor electric, gas and 
telephone plant of all sorts, without time limit, within specified municipalities. 
Therefore, the utility needs no additional certificate, other than for a major 
steam electric generating facility under Public Service Law, Article 8, and a 
transmission 1 ine under Public Service Law, Article 7, to construct additional 
plant within its previously certified area. A certificate is required, however, 
before a utility may construct plant of any sort outside its previously certifi
cated area. 

"' Such rates can only be changed by tariff filing and as such are subject to refund. 
46 In 1975 the North Carolina Legislature abolished automatic fuel cost adjustment 

clauses. Utilities are required to pass on decreases in fuel charges to their 
customers. Hearings are held on requests for increases in fuel charges. 

47 Participates through membership on Power Siting Commission which has authority. 
48 New statute -- no case experience. 

' 9 1975 Ruling on a case-by-case basis with certain restrictions. 

'° limited to when condemnation is required. 
SI With AFDC included in income. 
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EXHIBIT l - SELECTED REGULATORY FUNCTIONS BY STATE IN THE CONTINENTAL U.S. 

Primarily, non-revenue producing. 
Collllission regulation of electric utilities effective July l, 1975. 
Upon proper application and where supported. 
If interest charged to construction is included in incOllll!. 
Once a utility has been certified by the c111111ission the general policy followed 
by the C01191ission is to not require further certification for major additions 
within the service area of the utility. 
Interest bearing CWIP is excluded from rate base. 
For Major electric generation and related transmission expenditures. 
In addition to fuel clauses and purchased energy adjustlllent clauses, a power 
production clause has been authorized for major electric utilities which includes 
power production expenses and purchased power costs exclusive of maintenance 
expenses and external sales. A recent court decision has disallowed inclusion 
of costs other than fuel and purchased power. 
Although construction work in progress is not directly included in rate base, the 
rate of return on net investment rate base is adjusted so that in effect construc
tion work in progress is included in net investment rate base up to an amount 
equal to 10 percent of rate base. 
Requires showing of compliance with Department of Environmental Quality require
ments and Industrial Siting Council. 

SOURCES: Reference 81 (State Power Siting Law), Reference 67 (all 
other items), and Allan D. Kotin, Economic Consultants. 



of escalation is available only for the imposition of local property taxes. 

Many of the states also have fuel adjustment clauses which may be, but are 
not ordinarily, automatic. These clauses allow utilities to pass the 
increased cost of fuel on to their ratepayers without full benefit of a new 
rate hearing. California has one of the most generous of the fuel adjustment 
clauses since it does not apply merely to direct fuel costs (e.g., oil and 
natural gas) but also to increases paid for bulk power purchased from other 
utilities. 

Approximately half of the states have some form of provision for including 
construction work in progress (CHIP) or an allowance in the rate base for 
the interest cost of funds used in construction. As can be seen from the large 
number of footnotes in Exhibit 1, in most cases this is not an automatic or 
blanket provision but is carefully conditional on "completed" status of 
"reasonableness" of the charge. Careful perusal of the footnotes indicates 
that there is at least some presumption (characteristic of most utilities) 
that CWIP should not be in the rate base. In contrast to this, there appears 
to be a general presumption that there should be an allowance for interest on 
funds used in construction. 

OVERVIEW OF REGULATORY PROCESS IN FOUR STATES 

Below is a brief description of the current procedure being employed in the 
four bellwether states. 

California 

The California legislature passed the Warren-Alquist Act (AB 1575) in 1975, 
placing the primary responsibility for thermal power plant site and facility 
approval in the then newly-created California Energy Resources Conservation 
and Development Commission (later called the California Energy Commission). 
It was felt that by centralizing the process, several important concerns could 
be better handled in a more organized manner. 

Pursuant to the Warren-Alquist Act, a certificate from the CEC is issued 
in lieu of any permit, certificate or similar document required by any state, 
local or regional agency (or federal agency to the extent permitted by federal 
law). However, permits issued by the local Air Pollution Management District 
and Regional Water Quality Control Board cannot be preempted by the CEC and 
must be acquired prior to certification by that Commission. 

Although the Energy Commission has sole authority to certify all sites and 
related facilities, other federal, state and local agencies are required to 
take part in the evaluation process and make recommendations to the 
Commission. The siting procedure consists of two stages: the Notice of 
Intention (NOI), and the Application for Certification (AFC) for any proposed 
power plant of 100 MW or more. 
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The NOI is required by law to include data for at least three alternative sites 
(only one site is required for geothermal projects). One of the three sites 
must be located inland. The data in the NOI are evaluated to determine (a) 
whether the electrical energy to be produced is needed in accordance with the 
Commission's demand forecast, and (b) whether construction and operation of 
a facility at the proposed sites would endanger public health and safety, or 
adversely affect environmental quality. At the end of the 18-month review 
process (or nine for a geothermal NOI}, a decision is rnade either to disapprove 
the NOI or to approve one or more of the sites as eligible for further 
consideration. 

Upon certification of the eli9ibility of a site, the utility is eligible to 
submit an Application for Certification (AFC) which again initiates an 18-
month sequence of events. The emphasis in the AFC phase analysis is on site
specific facility design, including the preparation of an Environmental Impact 
Report. Under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) the CEC is the 
lead agency for purposes of complying with the Environmental Impact Report 
procedures. 

Regarding the timin9 of NOi and AFC, it is theoretically possible for the 
utility to complete the siting process within 36 months. As of midyear 1978, 
no project had completed this process, pending litigation testino the limits 
of the Commission's authority. ~ 

As part of a utility's application to build an energy facility, an adjustment 
in the rate is usually involved. The Public Utilities Corrmission has regulatory 
authority over all aspects of rate adjustments. The PUC issues the final 
construction permit, i.e., a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity, 
but only after final certification from the California Energy Commission (CEC) 
has been obtained (84). 

Colorado 

Colorado does not have an energy facility siting law. Instead, a number 
of state agencies, as well as local political units, exercise the authority 
to grant a variety of permits for the establishment of energy facilities. 
The state entities are the Public Utilities Convnission, the Air Pollution 
Control Commission (located within the Department of Health), the State 
Engineer's Office, and the Ground Water Commission (located within the 
Department of Natural Resources), and state District Courts in which Water 
<ludges exercise jurisdiction over water matters. 

Each of these entities exercises some partial control over the permitting 
process. For example, the Public Utilities Corrmission must grant a certificate 
of public convenience and necessity before any public utility can construct 
a new facility or any extension of an existing facility (90). Although the 
PUC places the burden of proof on the utility, it does exercise its authority 
by questioning forecasting methods used by the applicant to prove need. The 
PUC hearings provide the arena for other issues, such as zoning, to be settled 
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(28). Boards of County CoR1Tlissioners may exercise authority regarding 
energy facility siting due to their authority with respect to zoning, solid 
waste disposal, and subdivision development. 

Local governments, municipalities and counties are empowered, after public 
hearing, to designate specific areas and activities of state interest which 
are defined by statute to include major facilities of a pubHc utility and 
the siting thereof. Such local governments may grant or deny permits for 
developments in designated areas or for activities of state interest subject 
to general review by the Colorado Land Use Convnission. State district courts 
are empowered to review the granting of such permits. 

As long as new energy facilities can be sited without undue delay, it seems 
unlikely that energy facility siting legislation will be forthcoming in 
Colorado. The threat of federal preemption may change this outlook. 

It should be noted that a 1,000 megawatt coal-fired plant, to be located in 
Morgan County and called the Pawnee Plant, has recently passed through state 
and local government processing, after some delay at the county level. The 
issue of zoning has been settled and in August of 1978 the project was 
approved by the PUC (28,90). 

Connecticut 

Connecticut enacted a Public Utility Environmental Standards Act in 1971. 
The Act, amended in the ensuing years for clarification, covers electric 
transmission, generation and fuel transmission facilities, associated equipment, 
and other plants which may have a substantial adverse environmental effect. 

The Act establishes a "Power Facility Evaluation Council" consisting of the 
Commissioner of Environmental Protection (or his designee); the Chairman 
of the Public Utilities Commission (or his designee); one designee of the 
Speaker of the House; one designee of the President Pro Tempore of the 
Senate; five members of the public, to be appointed by the Governor, at least 
two of whom shall be experienced in the field of ecology, and not more than 
one of whom shall have any affiliation, past or present, with any utility. 
The Chairman is appointed by the Governor. 

The Connecticut statute envisions two major functions for the Council. One 
is the licensing process; the other is the reviewing of long-range bulk power 
supply plans of the State and the interconnected utility system for adequate, 
reliable and economic service. The Act provides that prior to the 
acquisition of any real property, exercise of eminent domain, or 
convnencement of construction of a facility that may have a substantial 
environmental effect, a party must procure a "certificate of environmental 
compatibility and public need" for a facility or modification thereof. 
An applicant for a certificate must file such information as the Council may 
require concerning information on costs; routing; detailed description of 
facilities; identification of other governmental agencies that have reviewed 
the proposed route; reasons why the facility is necessary; effects of the 
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facility on the environment, on ecology and on scenic, recreational, and 
historic sites; justification for overhead rather than underground facilities 
in the case of transmission facilities; safety and reliability information. 

The Public Utility Environmental Standards Act states that "environmental 
quality standards and criteria for construction and operation of facilities for 
~furnishing of public utility services (should be) at least as stringent 
as the federal. .. standards". 

Connecticut has a very low level of activity due to its predisposition on 
regional power pools which have planned facilities until the year 1986. One 
application has been processed since the Council was established in 1972 and 
none is expected "for 12 years," according to a Council staffer (81). 

Even though the Council is a one-stop agency for issuing State power plant 
construction licenses, other permits for air and water quality must be 
approved by the appropriate State agency before the license is awarded. 

Florida 

The Florida Environmental Reorganization Act of 1975 created the Environmental 
Regulation Conmission and designated the Department of Environmental Regulation 
as the state agency with one-stop authority for power plant siting certification. 
The Governor ar.d his cabinet act as the final authority on the application, 
approving or denying the issuance of a certificate. The Department of 
Environmental Regulation establishes air and water quality and other environ
mental standards and issues the site certification prior to construction and 
operation of the plant. 

Each utility submits an annual 10-year site plan to the Division of State 
Planning, showing the utilities' forecasted power generating needs and the 
general location of the proposed power plant. The Division reviews the plan 
and may suggest alternatives to it. Findings of the Division are given to 
the Department of Environmental Regulation for its consideration at any 
subsequent site certification proceedings. The Public Service Commission 
(Florida's utility regulating authority) also prepares a report and recommenda
tions for the Dept. of Environmental Regulation as to the present and future 
needs for electrical generating capacity in the area to be served by the pro
posed plant. This is done when an application for site certification is filed 
by a utility. 
When an application for site certification is reviewed by the Department of 
Environmental Regulation, the Division of State Planning updates its preliminary 
study based on utility 10-year plans and gives its reconmendations to the 
Department. After a public hearing and data collection process is completed, 
the Department presents the hearing examiner's findings and recommendations 
to the Governor and Cabinet for a final decision. 
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Florida's law apparently does not attempt to override local authority in the 
manner of a true one-stop process. However, local authorities are not left 
completely autonomous. An independent hearing officer from the state holds 
a hearing in the county where the facility is proposed. While the hearing 
officer is empowered to interpret and ~the local statutes, he is not 
free to override local regulations on behalf of the state. This potential 
local-state conflict has not been a key feature of the Florida siting process 
to date, since thus far there hasn't been serious controversy about power plant 
conformance with local land use regulation. 

These features are combined with the unusual fact that the Florida cabinet is 
directly elected by popular vote. In other words, the final permitting body 
is composed of popularly elected officials each of whom has run on his own 
platform (79). 
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IV. CLASSES OF REGULATION 

CLASSIFICATION OF REGULATION BY TYPE 

The siting and operation of power plants is regulated at several different levels 
Excluding the federal regulations, dealt with in another White Paper, there are 
three often overlapping levels of jurisdiction: state, regional, and local. 
In this context 11 local 11 applies to County and City governments and, in the 
northeastern U.S., to villages and towns as well. 

Specifically excluded from this analysis are those agencies which function 
purely as coordinating entities, having no substantive responsibilities,but 
having instead the charter to assure that other agencies work effectively to
gether. 

The classification used in this analysis is drawn primarily from the studies of 
the four selected states. The regulations have been classified by their regu
latory function or purpose and not by the names of the agencies or the level of 
jurisdiction. In many cases, different functions are performed by the same 
agency in one state while they are performed by separate agencies in other states. 

APPARENT APPLICABILITY OF REGULATION TO SPS 

Depending on the location or particular circumstances of a specific site, it is 
conceivable that all of the listed forms of regulations identified in this study 
could be applied to SPS rectenna installations at some time. It is important 
to distinguish those that will necessarily be involved with any SPS facility, 
independent of locational considerations. It is equally important (particularly 
in reference to the independent but related effort to identify potential sites 
and land use requirements) to specify those forms of regulations with which the 
SPS might be involved, depending on location. 

All the major classes of regulation are listed in Exhibit 2 and classified in 
turn according to the consultant's estimate of their applicability to the SPS. 
The applicability categories used are: 

1. universal processing required (all types of SPS sites wculd be subject 
to these); 

2. location-dependent involvement: easily mitigable; 

3. location-dependent involvement: difficult to mitigate; and 

4. location-dependent involvement: politically vulnerable. 

In addition, Exhibit 2 also identifies two other categories of applicability. 
One is presumed federal pre-emption. The remaining category covers several 
types of regulation for which none of the foregoing classifications is particu
larly appropriate. 
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The three-way categorization of location-dependent regulation is, to some extent, 
arbitrary. The distinction between "easily mitigatible" and "difficult to 
mitigate" is based on the author's experience and a limited review of energy
facil1ty environmental literature. Most of those regulations categorized as 
11 easy to mitigate11 appear to be susceptible to mitigation through redesign or 
additional expenditures which do not materially change the project economics. 
The category designated as 11 politically vulnerable 11 applies to two classes of 
regulation dealing with land ownership in which 11 mitigation 11 in the traditional 
sense is often impossible and the difficulties associated with obtaining 
required approvals more often than not depend on the political sensitivity of 
the project as a whole. 

The 34 types of regulations listed in Exhibit 2 could well represent a much 
larger number of agencies in any given state. In many instances, the same 
regulatory function is exerted at the state and 1ocal level. In some cases 
there is also a regional level of regulation, particularly in the case of air 
and water quality regulation. 

Nine classes of regulations, appear to require universal processing: It is 
almost impossible to envision that a rectenna could be built without undergoing 
each of these types of regulatory processes either for formal approval or for 
a waiver of consideration, e.g., in the case of air quality. These nine critical 
types of regulations are: 

l. Site selection and approval to 5. Coastal zone management 
construct 

6. Air quality control 
2. Energy policies (need for facility) 

7. Water quality control 
3. Rate regulation 

8. Fire protection 
4. Land use planning 

9. Building permits-plan inspec 
ti on. 

The remaining types of regulation are location dependent. They include: 

11 types of regulation that address impacts which have generally proved easy 
to mitigate for large projects, 

4 types of regulation which address impacts which are potentially difficult 
to mitigate, 

3 types of regulations, subject to Federal preemption, 

2 types of regulations that are especially politically sensitive, and 

5 types of regulations not otherwise classifiable. 

The 34 classes of regulation are listed in Exhibit 2 by level of involvement. In 
those instances where the nature of regulation is not self-evident from its 
description, key issues are noted. 
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EXHIBIT 2 - ESTIMATED APPLICABILITY OF CLASSES OF REGULATION TO THE SPS 

APPLICABILITY TO SPS 
Class of Regulation 

UNIVERSAL PROCESSING REQUIRE
MENT 

Electric Utility Pricing 
Regulation (Rate Regulation) 

Energy Policies (Need for 
Facilities) 

Generating Facilities (Site 
Selection and Final Approval 
to Construct) 

Land Use Planning 

Air Quality Control 

i~ater Quality Control 

Coastal Zone Management 

Building Permit/Plan 
Approval 

LOCATION-DEPENDENT -
EASILY MITIGATABLE 1 

Traffic Control 

Fire Protection 

Highways 

Railroad Regulation 

Solid Waste Management 

Jurisdictional 
Level(s) 

State 

State 

State 

State & Local 

State & 
Regional 

State & Local 

Regional 

Local 

State & Local 

State & Local 

State & Local 

State 

Local 
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Key Issues, Comments 

No precedent for SPS scale; need 
coordination of land use and energy 
planning. 

Presumably not a major SPS problem. 

Presumably not a major SPS problem. 

Classified as "Universal Processing 
Requirement" because: (1) it will 
apply to all off-shore sites; (2) it 
is an especially comprehensive form 
of regulation; (3) it has been invoked 
to "override" even the highest state 
regulatory bodies; and (4) its recent 
federal mandate has created considerable 
controversy. 

Vehicle by which local fire, health 
and police interest enforced as well 
as building codes. 

May be sensitive during construction. 

May be sensitive during construction. 

May be sensitive during construction. 



EXHIBIT 2 - ESTIMATED APPLICABILITY OF CLASSES OF REGULATION TO THE SPS 
(Continued) 

APPLICABILITY TO SPS 
Class of Regulation 

LOCATION-DEPENDENT -
EASILY MITIGATABLE (cont'd.) 

Flood Control 

Wastewater Treatment 

Health Care 

LOCATION-DEPENDENT -
MITIGATION DIFFICULT 

Forest Protection (and 
other areas of biological 
significance or vegetative 
sens it i vi ty) 

Wildlife Protection 

Parks and Recreation 

Protection of Archaeological, 
Historical & Culturally 
Significant sites 

LOCATION-DEPENDENT -
POLITICALLY VULNERABLE 

Administration of Sale or 
Lease of State-Owned Lands 

Protection of Indian Land 

ASSUMED FEDERAL 
PRE-EMPTION 

Industrial Health and 
Safety 

Public Health and Safety 

Aeronautical Control and 
Planning 

Jurisdictional 
Level(s) 

State & Local 

Local 

Local 

State & Local 

State & Local 

State & Local 

State & Local 

State 

State 

State & Local 

State & Local 
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Key Issues, Comnents 

Depends on extent of grading and 
water flow disruption. 

Possible temporary overload on local 
facilities during construction. 

Primarily a siting exclusion criterion. 

Dimensions of problem unknown pending 
outcome of microwave research. 

Primarily a siting exclusion criterion. 

Primarily a siting exclusion criterion. 

Not readily "mitigatable" in traditional 
sense: potential problem if project 
is controversial. 

Not readily 11mitigatable 11 in traditional 
sense: potential problem if project 
is controversial. 

Key issue is microwaves 

Key issue is microwaves. 

RFI (radio frequency interference) is 
a critical potential problem. 



EXHIBIT 2 - ESTIMATED APPLICABILITY OF CLASSES OF REGULATION TO THE SPS 

(Continued) 

APPLICABILITY TO SPS 
Class of Regulation 

OTHER 

Electric Transmission Lines 

Disaster Preparedness 

Geological, Seismic & 
Soils Concerns 

Public Health 

Right of Way Consideration 

Jurisdictional 
Level(s) 

Shared State/ 
Federal 

State & Local 

State & Local 

Local 

State & Loca 1 

Key Issues, Comments 

Changing technology and institutional 
relationship. 

Scope of problem unknown: depends 
on actual and perceived microwave risk. 

May be sensitive during construction. 

Possible special procedure for 
detecting microwave health effects. 

May be sensitive during construction; 
otherwise related to transmission. 

1 All "location dependent" classes of regulation are potentially difficult to 
mitigate and highly political sensitive depending on the specific 
circumstances. The categorization use here is a very general attempt to 
reflect "average" levels of problems based on the consultant's experience. 

Source: Allan D. Kotin Economic Consultants 
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REGULATIONS WITH UNIVERSAL PROCESSING REQUIRED 

The following is a rather general discussion of the types of regulations 
which will require universal processing and a brief summary of their 
applicability to the SPS rectenna facility. A description of how each type 
of regulation is currently handled in the four bellwether states can be 
found in Appendix B. 

l. Site Selection and Approval to Construct Generating Facilities 

Each state seems to handle this question differently. (A review of the siting 
legislation for the four bellwether states can be found in the overview 
discussion presented in Section III). Selected aspects of this type of 
regulation are presented for all 48 states in Exhibit l. There seems to be 
no legislation which, by its own definition, would apply directly to the SPS. 

Most siting legisiation requires air and water quality standards be met and 
specifically addresses those issues as part of the overall approval. Permits 
must be obtained separately from the appropriate agencies. 

Siting SPS rectennas may pose a problem in states expressing a desire for 
decentralized power plant siting and smaller-sized facilities (as distinguished 
from larger, more centralized facilities). Also a strongly developed land use 
plan with no provision for larger energy developments could pose problems for 
the rectenna siting. The size of the rectenna seems to distinguish the 
SPS from other projects falling under the jurisdiction of energy siting 
legislation. Additional planning for centralized terrestrial solar plants, 
requiring large land areas, could, however, provide a useful precedent. 

Although air and water quality permits are usually required from the 
appropriate agencies as part of the siting process, no problem is foreseen 
in obtaining these operational permits. Approval for construction, however, 
could become a stumbling block in a state where the SPS concept has not gained 
acceptance. 

2. Need for Facility 

Determining the need for a new power plant is an exercise in regulation in 
which state agencies have not been involved until recently. Regulatory 
agencies have assumed that generally electric power companies would propose 
new facilities only when the demand was perceived. In addition, agency 
determination of need has not heretofore seemed as critical because construc
tion could be accomplished without concomitant increases in rates to customers. 
However, the growing size and complexity of energy installations and the 
rising construction cost per kilowatt often require an increase in costs to 
the consumer. Hence, the "need" for a proposed facility is no longer an issue 
that can be assumed to have little direct effect on consumer costs. 
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There is no single reliable mechanism today to produce a credible assessment 
of future demand. Different regions of the country are experiencing different 
growth rates in electricity, as well as total energy consumption. The effect 
of conservation on load growth is difficult if not impossible to project 
without established national conservation goals. To complicate matters 
further, electricity projections are now considerably lower than historical 
growth rates and estimates of previous analyses. 

With the rise in the cost of oil and labor, state-level agencies have (1) 
begun to develop methodologies for evaluating the utilities' forecasting and/or 
(2) begun imposing their own assessment methodologies on the utilities. 
Because this area of regulation is new, the jurisdictional lines between 
state agencies such as PUCs and Energy Commissions are still being drawn 
with respect to approving the need for a facility. 

Energy planners are now generally attempting to look at least 10 years in 
advance and are planning facilities in the .5 to l GW range. If the SPS 
capacity is to be 5 GW, planners must begin incorporating the potential use 
of such a large plant into their thinking at least 15 years before expected 
construction. 

3. Electrical Utility Regulation (Rate Approval) 

State-level rate regulator agencies assess the appropriateness of the public 
utilities' rate level and service. Utilities are usually regulated on a 
cost-plus basis. An inquiry is conducted into the expected costs and timing 
of a new facility in order to insure that utility estimates represent the 
true and allowable expenses of construction. When the inquiry is finished, 
a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity is issued by the PUC to the 
applicant utility. The Certificate has traditionally meant an authorization 
for the financing through rate adjustment, not site selection nor approval 
of need for the project. 

Recently, however, in questioning the need for excess reserve capacity or the 
number of transmission lines required at a new facility, the PUCs have been 
exercising their regulatory powers in a larger area. Because the cost of 
construction has become a concern to the rate regulators, they have begun 
to disallow specific aspects of requests for Certificate of Convenience, 
thereby entering the realm of construction approval. 

It is difficult to anticipate the probable reaction of utility rate regula
tors to requests for financing assistance for the SPS. First, there is the 
issue of pre-financing --e.g., allowing CWIP (payment for Construction Work 
in Progress) in the rate base, guaranteeing purchase of electricity prior 
to construction, or allowing interest on construction financing into the 
rate base before completion. Second, there is the problem of regulatory 
response mechanisms to regional pooling of finances and generating capacity. 
These issues are covered in Section VI, Financial and Rate Regulation. 
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4. Land Lise and Zoninq (All levels) 

Conformance with land use plans and zoning designations is generally a considera
tion at the local or county level. Statewide land use plans (along with associ
ated maps) are usually a compilation of local plans, servin~ the purpose of 
centralizing information and, in some coses, planning efforts. 

The proposed National Land Use Policy Act (which was tabled during the early 
1970s) would have forced states to establish elaborate planning procedures 
to coordinate such planning functions air and water quality control. In 1974, 
with the passage of the Housing and Community Development Act, the federal 
government required that by 1977 each state receiving certain HUD grants must 
engage in land use planning. The individual states' responses to such federal 
pressure to coordinate land use planning continue to vary. 

The enormous land requirements for SPS rectennas will pose the most difficult 
problems relative to the land use and zoning question. In most states, it is 
unlikely that all of a proposed piece of land will have the same use or zoning 
designation. It also seems unlikely that an energy land-use designation will 
be reserved for large, remote, unpopulated areas. Therefore, regulatory 
approval in the area of land use/zoning may be difficult to obtain for a given 
rectenna site unless land use planning has been coordinated at the state or 
regional level. Furthermore, the real issue of whether a state can actually 
pre-empt zoning and land use jurisdiction from local jurisdiction has not been 
litigated at the federal level. 

A further discussion of the applicability of land use planning to the SPS can 
be found in Section VI of this report under "Siting and Land Use Policies". 

5. Coastal Zone Management 

In 1972, recognizing that conflicts over use of coastal lands and waters had 
reached a crisis point, Congress passed the Coastal Zone Management Act 
(CZMA). The Act provided funds for state programs, identified federal goals 
and outlined a format for state coastal zone management. 

Each coastal state must develop a plan for approval by the Federal Government. 
It was not mandated that the states form a separate commission with permitting 
power. California, in response to the 1972 Coastal Initiative, formed the 
coastal commission which shares final authority with the California Energy 
Commission in the issuance of construction permits for energy projects within 
the designated coastal zone (84,132). The corrmission is actively aimed at 
protecting the coastline from further physical degradation and may also be 
able to exclude certain areas within its jurisdiction from power plant construc
tion. Neither Florida nor Connecticut has an approved Coastal Zone Management 
plan as yet. 

If a state program qualifies, most federal agencies conducting activities or 
issuing pennits in the coastal zone must defer to the state program. Air and 
water pollution cont;~o1 laws are not, however, subordinated to the coastal 
program. 
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Given the size of the rectenna site and the generally narrow "coastal zone" 
areas, coastal zone management should not be a frequent problem for land-based 
SPS sites. SPS sea sites would, however, clearly involve coastal zone regula
tion. 

It is also too early to tell whether the majority of Coastal Zone Management 
Plans will involve explicit permitting procedures. If they become vehicles for 
approving development through permit approval, they could represent another 
level of jurisdictional authority for offshore sites. 

6. Air Quality 

In the 1950s and 1960s, the federal government provided money to the states 
and admonished them to clean their air. However, little action was taken 
until Congress amended in 1970 the federal Clean Air Act of 1963. These 
Amendments imposed direct federal sanctions upon air polluters, ordered the 
EPA to establish acceptable levels of specific pollutants, and required that 
states submit qualifying air quality plans to the EPA. The states have 
generally complied and have developed planning documents, evaluation 
methodologies, and enforcement techniques through the issuance of permits (78). 
Largely as a result of federal mandate, all four "bellwether" states have 
detailed procedures for obtaining air quality control permits. Applicants 
must usually contact the cognizant air quality control agency before proceeding 
very far into the permitting process. 

Research indicates that the federally preemptive nature of air quality stan
dards has generally kept issuance of necessary permits within the control of 
the state or regional agency responsible for air quality rather than the "one
stop agency, 11 if such exists (79). If a specific air quality issue develops 
relative to the SPS, the promulgation of appropriate regulations may well occur 
at the federal level in direct response to the need. Special problems in air 
quality regulation may exist in states with more stringent standards than 
required by federal law, e.g., California, and on sites involving federal land. 
SPS air quality impacts appear, however, to be minimal in any case. 

7. Water Quality 

With the passage of the 1972 amendments to the Federal Water Pollution Con-
trol Act (FWPCA, Pl 92-500), the Federal Government placed the responsibility 
for water pollution control on EPA and the individual states. The stated goal 
is to achieve water quality that will support fishing and recreational uses 
by 1983 and eliminate pollution in the nation's waterways by 1985. The Act 
prohibited discharges of effluent into the water without a permit and 
established the National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) to set 
standards and issue pennits. States may administer NPDES by passing appropriate 
laws and establishing satisfactory administrative procedures. Public law 92-500 
further defined discharge standards required for permiting. 
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Initial research on SPS indicates potential for leaching effects of water run
ning off of "billboards" (Large angled rectenna panels) and warns or the ef
fect of chemicals on groundwater. Early environmental evaluation also re
ports that construction of the rectenna "can damage the terrain in such a 
manner as to increase water run-off during storms and thus decrease the lo
cal water supply required for plant and animal life." This latter effect is 
temporary and all possible mitigative measures are assumed. 

No long-term effects are expected to hinder granting of water quality permits 
given the following assumptions: water in streams running through the buffer 
zone will not be affected by increases in air temperature; water requirements 
for construction can be trucked to the site if necessary; sanitary facilities 
can be provided by mobile units; no wells need be drilled; any increase in 
temperature {air or gound) will not measurably affect aquifer evaporation rate; 
and permanent water supply requirements will be negligible. 

The issue of water deliveries and water quality is often one of the dominant 
constraints in energy facility siting. However, both scarcity and pollution, 
which are limiting factors for most other methods of generating electricity, 
are expected to be easily mitigable or to pose no problems with the SPS rec
tenna. 

8. Fire Protection 

The original concern in keeping Fire Protection as a category of generic re
gulation was the permitting authority the Fire Marshal in California was assum
ed to have over construction activities in areas of hi~h fire hazard. How
ever, a phone conversation with a representative of the State Fire Marshal's 
office revealed that there do not appear to be any state-leve1 procedural 
or permitting obstacles relating to the SPS rectenna. Jurisdictional author
ity for fire protection is generally at the local level. The Department of 
Forestry has control over state lands and the Fire Marshal's office has de 
facto jurisdiction over unincorporated areas. 

No potential cause for concern was uncovered which could not be mitigated by 
such actions as brush clearing at the site or grading twice the usual width 
along the access route. It was agreed that if the project proponent were to 
take reasonable precautions, there would be no reason for the SPS to be 
stopped or delayed on the grounds of fire related concerns. 

9. Building Permits and Plant Inspection 

Except for certain very limited exemptions, all local jurisdictions must is
sue building permits after inspecting the final building plans for all ma
jor projects. Although some state and federal~owned projects are exempted, 
major power plantfacilities constructed by investor-owned utilities are typi
cally not exempt. 
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The building permit process is very important to local jurisdictions for sever
al reasons. Not only does it permit them to enforce their local building 
code, but it is also the vehicle through which local fire, police, and 
health officials enforce local regulations within their jurisdictions. Build
ing permit fees can also be an important source of local revenue, particu
larly in large projects, since often these revenues are among the major com
pensations for the significantly increased expenses. 

Most states now have uniform building codes which they encoura~e but do not 
always require local jurisdictions to adopt. For certain highly sensitive 
projects, however, the states have partially superimposed their own restric
tions on local building codes. Typically, such pre-emptions occur in the 
ar~a of hazardous materials, other projects potentially dangerous to health, or 
projects which clearly cross local jurisdictional lines. 

Consequently, building permit and plan inspection regulations of the construc
tion of rectenna sites are likely to be characterized by a mixed jurisdiction. 
Presumably, much of the actual inspection will be performed at a local level 
possibly with additional state and even Federal inspectors. 

Notwithstanding the very local nature of building permits, there is some degree 
of uniformity in certain types of constructions. Since most local building 
departments have relatively little familiarity and experience in dealing with 
major power plants, they typically retain consultants and/or use manuals or 
standards published for the entire industry. These consultants and manuals 
often. impose a basic uniformity on the actual standards applied to specializ
ed projects. 

REGULATIONS WITH LOCATION-DEPENDENT INVOLVEMENT 

Theoretically, the SPS could become involved with any form of regulation 
as a function of a specific location and the sensitivity of that location. 
There is some value,however, in differentiating rather generally between 
three types of regulations with which there is potential involvement: 

1. regulations addressed to impacts which are easily mitigable 

2. those concerned with impacts more difficult to miti~ate, and 

3. those which are considered politically vulnerable. 

Many of the location-dependent forms of regulation are concerned with impacts 
which could be fairly easily mitigated, especially to the extent that they apply 
largely to construction rather than to operation. These more easily mitigatible 
aspects of regulation are listed in Exhibit 3. For example, the construction 
of an SPS facility in a remote area with a limited or highly sensitive water 
supply might create a real problem with respect to waste water treatment or 
sewerage. Given the scale of the SPS, this could well present an additional 
expense for a temporarily installed package treatment plant or conceivably 
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EXHIBIT 3 - LOCATIONALLY-DEPENDENT CLASSES OF REGULATION: EASILY MITIGABLE 

Class of Regulation 

PRIMARILY STATE LEVEL 

Traffic Control 

Highways 

Railroads 

LOCAL OR STATE AND LOCAL LEVEL 

Public Safety Protection 

Fire Protection 

Public Works 

Flood Control and Drainage 

Solid Waste Disposal 

Highways/Transportation 

Water Delivery Systems 

Health Care 

Special Features or Assumptions 

Permit may be necessary to move 
specialized/oversized machinery frorn 
one site to another. Otherwise con
gestion could be mitigated by paying 
for street lights or extra police to 
to direct traffic. 

Utility lines will almost certainly 
cross highways. 

Assume rail spur will be necessary, 
are there any conflicts between pre
selection criteria for potential sites 
and policies of railroads (or regu
lators of railroads)? 

Any problems will probably be covered 
in the application for the building 
permit (for flood control as part of 
the National Flood Insurance Act). 
Any problems with drainage could either 
be mitigated or will come up in water 
quality. 

Some time spent quizzing transportation 
people or looking at EIR's will tell 
if there's anything here that isn't 
mitigable. 

Assume it's either mitigable or will 
be handled at the state level. 

Minimal impact. 

SOURCE: Allan D. Katin, Economic Consultants. 
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even a "trucked in" water supply. Similarly, problems with traffic planning 
and rail routes which could be created by the highly intense construction 
activity again are subject to mitigation through better planning or additional 
spending on traffic control, temporary road improvement, etc. Regulations 
in this classification are listed in Exhibit 3. 

There is another, smaller, set of locationally-dependent regulatory involve
ment addressing problems which might be much more difficult to mitigate. 
These revolve primarily around protection of special recreation, wildlife, or 
forest areas as well as archeological, historical and cultural sites. To 
some extent, these forms of regulation delineate exclusion criteria in the 
siting process. These are listed in Exhibit 4. 

It is possible, for example, in the case of certain types of historical sites 
to mitigate by actually removing the building to be preserved, or by delaying 
construction long enough to pennit thorough retrieval of archaeological 
artifacts. Adverse interaction of SPS rectenna site with a forested area or 
wildlife habitat is not yet known and depends on the outcome of ongoing 
research with respect to both microwave and heat effects of the rectenna sites. 

In the course of the present research, two types of regulation were identified 
as location-dependent and explicitly "politically vulnerable", use of state 
owned land or Indian land. In some respects, any form of regulation represents 
a point of political vulnerability, to the extent that there is a significant 
and/or vociferous body of public opinion opposed to a project. These two 
areas of regulation are categorized as "politically vulnerable" primarily 
because they do not address any explicit physical environmental impact but 
can often represent a politically sensitive issue in the site approval 
process. 

REGULATION SUBJECT TO APPARENT FEDERAL PREEMPTION 

Three types of regulation exerted at the state and local level were identified 
as likely to be preempted by the federal government: 

1. industrial health and safety, 

2. public health and safety, and 

3. aeronautical control and planning. 

The chief issue with respect to health and safety concerns acceptable levels 
of exposure to microwave radiation. Research reveals that while the states 
do have elaborate occupational and public health standards, they do not exert 
any explicitly independent regulation with respect to microwave radiation. 
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EXHIBIT 4 - LOCATIONALLY-DEPENDENT CLASSES OF REGULATION: 
POTENTIALLY DIFFICULT TO MITIGATE 

Class of Regulation 

Forest Protection (and other areas of 
biological significance or vegetative 
sensitivity) 

Wildlife protection 

Parks and Recreation (including 
regional and county) 

Protection of Archaeological. 
Historical, and Culturally 
Significant Sites 

Special Features or Assumptions 

Location dependent, but because of 
land requirements, the likelihood 
of being in or near an area being 
protected is relatively high. Could 
be unmitigable depending on mandate 
of agency. (Will vary from state to 
state). Also the transmission lines 
could cross protected lands. 

Location dependent. See above. 

Location dependent. See above. 

Assume all protection is by policy not 
legal mandate - need to see what pro
visions there are in the law to over
ride policy (i.e., if they found some
thing sensitive but was in provision 
of state law to override for energy 
related projects). 

SOURCE: Allan 0. Katin, Economic Consultants. 
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The current standards applied in all the state governments contacted are those 
established by the federal government, and there is no evidence at this point 
that any state is considering more stringent regulations. 

The extensive microwave transmissions associated with the SPS also pose 
significant problems for aeronautical control and planning. Preliminary 
indications are that there may be substantial sources of radio frequency 
interference created by SPS microwave transmissions, extending over potentially 
large areas. While the states do exert some regulation over air traffic lanes 
and airport procedures which might be affected by the SPS, aeronautical radio 
colTlllunications are already jointly controlled by the FCC and the FAA. Presumably 
any further requirement constraints imposed by the SPS would also be developed 
and administered at the federal level. 

OTHER TYPES OF REGULATION, NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIABLE 

States normally regulate the location, rights of way, and other parameters of 
intrastate electrical transmission lines. Detailed consideration of the reg
ulatory problems posed by the SPS in this regard requires further refinement 
of the ongoing siting and land use efforts. The transmission of 5 gigawatts of 
baseload power from a single site presents potential distribution problems 
whatever the method of generation, since all existing power plants are consider
ably smaller. Several aspects of the problem of large-scale power distribution 
are currently the subject of intensive investigation unrelated to the SPS. 
Consequently, any attempt· to project the regulatory environment for SPS opera
tions in this regard would involve forecasting the changes in both transmission 
techpology and institutional relationships that will occur over the next 
twenty years. Among the issues under study which will affect this aspect of 
regulation are; use of higher voltage transmission lines, regional reliability 
planning, and a national power grid. Except for the question of scale, there 
are at present no other known transmission line siting problems peculiar to 
SPS facilities. 

Interstate transmission lines come under the jurisdiction of both the states and 
the federal Department of Energy. In many, if not all, cases, rectennas will 
be serving more than one state, and therefore both state and federal regulation 
may be involved. The regulation of interstate power transmission is already a 
critical regulatory issue and effective institutional arrangements should 
evolve independently of the SPS before it becomes operational. There is also 
the real possibility of federal preemption at least with respect to the SPS. 

In summary, the regulation of transmission as it may effect the SPS is in part 
dependent on technological change and in part on the resolution of the general 
issue of regional power regulation. 

States typically have Disaster Preparedness Offices designed to evaluate and, 
where necessary, impose requirements on large, potentially hazardous projects. 
At the moment, it appears that SPS would not represent any particular hazard 
even though many existing power plants do. On the other hand, there is exten
sive -- albeit possibly unfounded -- concern about inadvertent redirection 
of the microwave transmission which might involve Disaster Preparedness Offices. 
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Speculation on this issue is clearly outside the scope of this ana1ysis, given 
the extensive research now underway with respect to adverse microwave radiation 
impact and the degree of targeting reliability in the SPS. 

Considerations of seismicity and soils conditions are more appropriately 
incorporated in the initial site selection process than in subsequent regulatory 
processing. Except in clearly ineligible areas of known high risk, these 
concerns may be less relevant to SPS rectennas than to other types of power 
plants. Unlike nuclear power plants which are particularly sensitive to 
seismic hazards, or other facilities subject to explosion, the SPS would 
appear to be relatively insensitive. There is, of course, the potential 
problem of interruption of services by virtue of broken transmission lines; but 
the SPS would generally appear to present less of a problem with respect to 
geological or seismic conditions than virtually any form of existing power plant. 

One possible effect in this area that warrants some mention is the potential 
for ground water heating or chemical leaching. Both of these problems have 
been noted in passing in some of the descriptive literature for the SPS. There 
has been no formal determination of the seriousness of these problems. 
Obviously, if an aquifer is quite near the surface under a rectenna site there 
is a potential for adverse effects from ground heating or chemical leaching 
from the surface of the rectenna. Since no useful estimates of this impact 
are available, detailed investigation of this type of regulation should be 
deferred, pending the outcome of other studies and/or the selection of potential 
sites where such a condition applies. 

Right-of-way considerations are also regulated by the state and could interact 
with SPS construction and operation in several ways. New roads and/or rail 
lines might be required for construction and, of course, there are the trans
mission rights-of-way as well. At this time, there would seem to be no con
siderations that significantly differentiate the SPS rights-of-way from other 
power plant facilities or create any particular problem as to transmission 
rights-of-ways. Other rights-of-ways, i.e., rail and road, would be required 
only briefly during the construction period, at any level where they would 
represent particularly adverse or extensive impacts. 
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V. LIMITED APPLICABILITY OF PRESENT REGULATORY FRAMEWORK 

There emerged from the research two general considerations which suggest that 
the current state and local regulatory framework is inadequate to deal with 
the SPS. On one hand, there are several characteristics of the SPS which are 
unique and widely divergent from existing and prospective power plants. There 
are also several aspects of the present regulatory framework which appear in
adequate to handle current processing requirements and would clearly be inade
quate to handle the particular problems of the SPS. 

ATYPICAL PHYSICAL PARAMETERS 

Per~aps the most notable feature of the SPS in terms of provoking surprise or 
bewilderment on the part of existing regulators is the size of the site. No 
single power plant, even a multi-unit power facility, requires more than a 
small fraction of the land area needed for the rectenna. Power plants are 
often only 100-500 acres in size, and even the largest multi-unit coal-fired 
plants require only a few thousand acres including extensive buffer zones. 
This contrasts sharply with the 40,000 to 50,000 acres needed for the SPS. 
The whole question of the integration of energy planning and land use planning 
is thus particularly critical. 

Perhaps the only analog to the SPS is the energy center or energy park concept. 
In this concept, ~everal individually large baseload generating units, either 
nuclear or coal-fired, would be assembled in a single place. Estimates of 
land required for such regional energy parks range up to 63,000 acres (252 sq. 
km.). This energy park concept has never been formally proposed. Although it 
has been studied for several years, the sole public reactions during tentative 
exploratory hearings in Pennsylvania and New Jersey were overwhelmingly negative 

The large capacity of the SPS is also another atypical feature. There are at 
this time no existing single-unit generating facilities which would approach 
five-gigawatt capacity. Typical sizes for new or planned units are in the neigh
borhood of 1 to 1.5 gigawatts (1,500 megawatts). Multi-unit facilities 
frequently run between two and three gigawatts and at least one such multi
unitfaci l ity has been proposed with more than five gigawatt capacity (the San 
Joaquin Nuclear Plan, for the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power). In 
these cases however, as in the case of the proposed energy park, the individual 
generating units are much smaller than five gigawatts. The use of several units 
rather than a single generating unit to produce an equivalent output tends to im 
prove reliability and reduce reserve requirements. 

Much of the existing regulation of power plant siting and operatton deals with 
air and water quality and other environmental controls. One of the unique 
features of the SPS is that it has no apparent adverse impact on either air 
quality or water quality. Therefore, SPS rectennas may pose few problems in 
these two traditionally sensitive areas of regulation. 

The large capital requirements associated with SPS also distinguish it from 
other power plants. Ignoring totally the cost of the satellite, space trans
portation, and power transmission from orbit, there is still an estimated cost 
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of approximately $2.5 billion for each rectenna site. This compares with total 
maximum costs in the neighborhood of $1-2 billion for large multi-unit plants, 
now under consideration. 

INADEQUACIES OF EXISTING REGULATION vlITH RESPECT TO THE SPS 

As noted in the Section VI, Key Issues, the need for regional coordination of 
power plant regulation is already emerging as formal power pools and other power 
sharing arrangements evolve. 

Perhaps one of the most salient features of state and local regulations is the 
fact that they evolve or develop in response to need; this is particularly true 
of physical regulation. For example, prior to the emergence of air or water 
quality problems, no regulations were created. These regulations have developed 
in response to the need for them manifested partly by public outcry in indi
vidual states and partly by the passage of federal legislation mandating concern 
over these problems. As yet there has been no need for a body of regulations 
dealing with the specific problems created by the SPS. 

It may be argued that existing regulatory frameworks are inadequate to deal 
even with existing power plant siting and facility regulation. Evidences of 
this are the increased delays in the approval process, and the very limited 
success of attempts at one-stop shopping designed to reduce the complexity and 
time of processing. There is extensive jurisdictional conflict among various 
agencies even at the state level, and further conflict between federal and state 
agencies. 

PROSPECTS FOR FURTHER FEDERAL INVOLVEMENT 

Another element which makes current regulatory processes inapplicable to the 
SPS and inadequate to deal with it is the prospect and, arguably the necessity, 
fer further federal involvement in energy facility requlation. This research 
suggests the need and potential for federally mandated state coordination of 
land use and energy planning (66,77,81). The prospects for voluntary coordina
tion of these two previously unrelated functions do not seem to be particularly 
encouraging. It may well be, as in the case of water and air quality, that a 
federal mandate requiring such coordination as a condition of approval or 
funding may be the necessary catalyst to effect this critical objective. 

The situation with respect to the funding and sponsorship of new power-generation 
technology is also very unclear. The key issue here is governmental support 
for initial construction of generating facilities, other than small prototype 
facilities, which because of new and uncertain technology, cannot yet be fully 
privately financed. At the moment, the states are taking little if any role 
in this type of funding support. Apparently, many state regulators, faced with 
increasing fiscal constraint, hope that the federal government will support 
whatever the utilities do not fund themselves. 
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\'lhen federal government makes this commitment, it should increase confidence in 
new technology for power generation on the part of both utilities and their 
regulators. Without such a federal corrmitment, fiscal conservatism and 
technological uncertainty will combine to reinforce tendencies towards reluctance 
and risk-avoidance in dealing with radical new power generation technologies. 
This reluctance currently inhibits even general speculation on the SPS at all 
levels of state and local regulation. If not resolved in the early phases of 
SPS development, it could also pose a serious obstacle to the regulatory planning 
needed to accommodate the SPS. 
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VI. KEY REGULATORY ISSUES IN THE REGULATION OF SPS 

SITING AND FACILITY REGULATION 

Centralization 

There is evidence of a trend toward the construction of relatively few, but 
extremely large, facilities sited in locations remote from load centers. In 
many parts of the country, this apparent trend runs directly counter to stated 
regulatory policies promoting decentralization. Prior unchecked growth on the 
part of utilities, processing and technological economies of scale and 
increasingly regional power distribution have all contributed to centralization. 

Part of the explanation lies in the history of unchecked growth on the part of 
the utilities. Large, investor-owned facilities have gen~rally dominated and 
have tended to increase in size, generally unchecked by regulatory restrictions. 
For many years both the PUCs and the electric utilities have apparently assumed 
that the future power plants will be bigger than existing ones (132). 
Historically, utilities were able to justify increases in plant size by taking 
advantage of economies of scale and continuing to provide low-cost electricity. 

Another factor in the economies of scale is related to the cost of providing 
the infrastructures associated with conventional power plants. In order to 
comply with air and water quality standards, more and more water has been neces
sary. Once a water supply has been located and/or developed there is a natural 
tendency to place additional units near that source. Similarly, if construction 
of the first unit required a new rail line or highway, it seems natural to build 
additional units at the same location to avoid the risk of duplicating the 
same cost and effort el s.ewhere. 

Technological innovations in the construction of electrical generating facil
ities, together with the ability to buy certain parts of the plant "off the 
shelf" have als.o tended to continue the trend toward large centralized installa
tions. 

The processing maze which has sprung up around environmental controls and qual
ity-of-life concerns has resulted in an attitude characterized by the saying 
that "We might as well be hung for a sheep as a lamb," or that (because of the 
difficulties involved) it is logical to ask for "more" with each application 
( 134' 132) . 

Some of the state siting legislation seems to have informal "bias" toward cen
tralization which develops from the process application itself. There is a 
natural break in the permitting process for electrical generating plants: 
approval of the location and approval of the facility. The location involves 
zoning, purchase of the land, air and water quality considerations, water de
liveries, and other infrastructure. The approval for the facility usually 
involves safety aspects of construction, pollution abatement, and operating pro
cedures ( 132). 

~---------------~----------------------~ 
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Because so many of the difficult questions are resolved in the site selection 
process, it seems logical for a utility to plan for additional units at the same 
site and thereby avoid having to deal with the issues at another location when 
another unit is needed (132). 

Among the bellwether states, Florida has a bias toward centralization in that 
it encourages requesting approval for ultimate capacity when applying for site 
certification (132). In California, by dividing the process into the Notice 
of Intention (NOI) and Application for Certification (AFC) phases, the same 
sort of thing is encouraged (135). Connecticut's planned facilities are in 
units of 1,000 MW with two or three in the same location (115). 

Although there seems to be a lot of research in developing alternative and 
cheaper methods of producing electricity, nothing has been developed that can 
provide sufficient capacity to justify a utility's pursuing it. Further, alter
native sources of electricity have not yet proven to be as economical. 

The regulatory institutions as they are established are not appropriate for 
implementing "appropriate technology" solutions to energy problems (132). High
ly individualized methods of providing energy (individual solar water heaters, 
solar collectors for providing electricity, etc.) are not a customary part of 
the planning of the participants in the process (PUCs, Energy Offices and the 
utilities themselves). 

Limitations on local and even regional resources required tor power plants, 
e.g., water and land, tend to drive the siting of large aggregations of plants 
towards areas where these resources are available and are most easily assembled. 
Such areas are often distant from projected load centers (66). 

There are, however, indications of trends toward decentralization of energy 
facilities, but these appear to be more in the area of policy than implementa
tion. For example, as more municipalities take on private utility functions 
in order to enjoy the greatest degree of jurisdictional flexibility and 
authority, the units built will tend to be smaller. 

State Energy Policy offices are often more concerned with energy conservation 
than in planning generating facilities (66). Many states' policies now favor 
decentralization as a means of avoiding large sources of pollution and as a 
method of solving the question of reliability (66,13). The trend in 
reliability is that the smaller the average unit size, the more reliable the 
total system (115). Furthermore, the growth in the size of facilities has 
made the negative effects more visible and therefore to many, more objectionable. 

The policy of smaller, decentralized electrical generating facilities is also 
consistent with the general trend in policies toward "developing alternative 
energy sources." There is, however, no indication that any attempt is being 
made to implement these policies in an economical and rational way. And 
finally, Public Utility Commissions in some states are beginning to think that 
large, centralized facilities are undesirable (134). 
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Perhaps the most difficult and frustrating problem facing state energy planners 
is the need to prepare long-range plans in the absence of an articulated national 
energy policy. Choices made at the Federal level could help sharpen the current 
indecisive state-level approach toward developing new technologies. Perhaps 
because of the reactive, rather than creative, nature of many state agencies, 
conservation and alternative-energy programs often seem to make slow headway; 
Federal leadership could accelerate such efforts. 

Federal decisions, or indecision, affecting oil imports, balance of trade in 
the area of agriculture, weapons, etc., and natural gas deregulation are examples 
of the uncertain Federal atmosphere (47). Lack of Federal assistance toward 
the developing technologies iS another area of concern. 

Utilities are likely to plan the development of energy facilities in directions 
where the regulatory. environment is favorable -- yet another indication that a 
coordinated policy is desirable. Due to the increasing financial controls by 
the PUCs,.a utility's natural response toward energy planni.ng is to ask what 
proposal has the best chance of implementation. 

After the recent experiences with nuclear generating facilities, it is unlikely 
that the utilities will enter new areas without assurances that their invest
ments will come to fruition (79). 

New Technology 

There are two aspects of the current environment which tend to affect the devel
opment of viable alternative methods of generating electricity. The first issue 
is the limited availability of funds to implement new technologies and second 
is the extent to which the existing regulatory framework is fdvorable or hostile 
to that technology. 1 

Another disincentive toward the development of new technology for alternate 
energy sources i~ the question of reliability. If an electric utility were to 
develop a new source of electric generation, its reliability would initially 
be in question until a body of experience in operation and maintenance had 
been accumulated. In order to assure that sufficient power will be available 
to the customers, the utility might have to provide additional reserye 
capacity using more conventional technologies. Rate regulators are Just 
beginning to enter the arena of limiting reserve capacity, and it is too early 
to tell how they will react to a single facility of the size of a rectenna. 

l 
These issues have been covered in greater detail in Section V (Limited 
Applicability of Present Regulatory Framework}. 
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Site Size 

The trend toward larger land requirements for energy facilities is well docu
mented (77,79), and is implicit in the trend toward centralization mentioned 
above. However, the land requirements for the SPS rectenna are far beyond any
thing currently under consideration, and only the energy parks are comparable 
(approximately 63,000 acres or 262 sq. km). Accumulating sufficient land for 
these parks does not appear to have been considered a major problem by either 
the researchers or the reviewers of the concept. Recommendations for coordi
nated land use and enerqy planninq seem to have been the most consistent 
response to the issue. · 

Remoteness 

As a1~~u-- ""+he section on centralization, there is a concurrent trend 
toward placinq fac11 ·~·-- locations. One driving force behind this 
trend is the need to comply with air quality standards. Obtaining approval for 
new source pollution permits is certainly easier in areas remote from urban 
centers. Further, as power pools devPlop. they are in a position to choose 
sites from a larger land base so that the placina of actual generation plants 
will tend to be further from the customer if an unpopulated state is a member 
of the pool. Interstate pools may also develop in order to take advantage of 
one state's (e.g., Wyoming's) willingness to permit generating facilities (132). 

The response of the electric utility rate requlators to interstate power pools 
is only beginning to emerge. The states appear to be increasing their juris
diction over utility comoanies. The California Public Utilities Commission, for 
example, has recently ruled that California-based utilities must obtain PUC 
approval and demonstrate need before building plants out of state. California's 
utilities, however, are responding to a growing trend toward planning out-of
state projects because of the moratorium on nuclear plants in California and 
because of strict air and water pollution requirements (25). 

The Texas Public Utility Commission also maintains that it has the right to con
trol out-of-state construction by its utilities. The El Paso Electric Company 
has filed an appeal with the district court over a Texas PUC ruling in Arizona. 
The Company's argument is that the PUC has no jurisdiction in that state. The 
concept that a state can affect a utility company's practices in another state 
has far-reaching implications, especially in regard to the SPS (25). 

Siting and Land Use Policies 

The relationship between land use planning and the construction of an energy 
facility is a critical one. Local control of land and its uses is a funda
mental aspect of the state's rights issue, and beyond that, of the rights of 
local jurisdictions to decide the development of their own neighborhoods. Unless 
coordinated planninq occurs whereby large areas are set aside for potential 
rectenna uses far in advance of actual project implementation, some bitter, 
time consuming and expensive battles could ensue. 
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The following quote is from the literature on energy parks: 

Calls for more and better planning are commonplace among the 
plethora of studies competing for attention on governmental 
bureaucracies .... The kinds of institutional problems posed by 
siting of energy facilities, whether dispersed (energy) centers, 
nuclear or nonnuclear, are forcing a recognition of the need 
for a better meshing together of the planning efforts of the 
several levels of government (66). 

As a key element of the land use planning process, power 
plant siting activities have become a means to an end. States 
have realized that the location of energy facilities may well 
determine where people live, the site of recreational facili
ties and industrial complexes, as well as trade-offs involved 
when land is committed to a specific purpose for many years (81). 

As the size of our electrical generating system grows in the United States, 
conflict over the same land increases proportionately. In fact, as one report 
suggests, "the occasions increase more than proportionately, for the land uses 
underlying (the) conflicting priorities are also growing, making the claims on 
land suitable for multiple uses more serious from all sides" (79). 

The Berkeley Energy Facility Siting (BEFS) Study categorizes approaches to land 1 

use question on a state-by-state basis. The methods range from a case-by-case 
approach to site banking. The latter is the most specific type of advanced 
planning that can occur between a utility, a licensing agency and the public. 
In its idealized form, the decision process would be comprehensive and would 
begin well in advance of construction. A number of sites would be proposed by 
the utility, considered, and approved by all cognizant agencies. When the 
utility needs a new plant, it takes a location "off the shelf," with the 
assurance that the site-related licensing and permitting difficulties have 
already been resolved (79). 

The State of Maryland legislation mandates an extensive research program for 
continuing site evaluation and related environmental and land use considerations. 
Using tax monies, the state purchased some land in advance of any requests by 
utilities for siting approval, conducted the appropr·iate research and designated 
the site as suitable for energy development. When a utility applied to the 
state for an energy facility, Maryland designated the approved location as the 
company's site, more or less as a fait accompli. Unfortunately, the utility 
was unhappy with the lack of involvement, both in the choice of location and in 
the price negotiations. Further, it was not convinced that litigation could 
be avoided by this method of siting energy facilities (79, 77). 

A similar situation occurred in Florida. The utilities in that state are now 
reluctant to name specific pieces of land in their Ten Year Site plans because 
they fear resulting land speculation and rising prices (79). 
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Therefore, although proper zoning and/or land use designation is encouraged in 
the literature on energy facilities siting, a practicable procedure has yet to 
be developed (77, 79). SPS conformance with land use planning will obviously 
vary. On parcels of state or federally-owned land conformance is unlikely to 
be a problem unless the state itself opposes the rectenna. If it can be proven 
that the SPS is compatible with agricultural uses, and if the state encourages 
variances by the local municipalities, there should be no major difficulty. 
However, if the land requirements are so large that small, privately-owned par
cels become involved and the public attitude toward microwaves has not changed, 
difficulties could arise. 

Jurisdictional Conflicts 

There are two levels of potential conflicts between jurisdictions in regard to 
the licensing of an SPS rectenna facility. 

First of all, there may be problems within a state resulting from the lack of 
clarity with which each of the functional classes of regulations is mandated to 
specific agencies or departments. If application were made, today, for 
approval of a rectenna site, it might prove difficult to discover the cognizant 
agencies. Further, if exact applicability of sitinq legislation or construction 
approval were pursued, it would probably be found that no existing legislation 
applies to the placement or construction of a rectenna. These problems are 
reviewed at length in several of the references (3, 12, 47, 64, 66, 79, 81, 89, 
103, 123). 

The second source of potential jurisdictional conflict is the lack of frame
work for regulatory response at the interstate level. As regional power pools 
and associations develop, there must be a parallel set of regulatory agencies 
to deal with them. The following are two of the conclusions which resulted from 
the various studies on the energy park concept which seem to sum up both the 
problem and a possible response: 

Among the array of institutional problems that would have to 
be solved in order to implement the energy park concept, the 
issue of multi-level government organization that would have 
to be developed appears to be the most difficult. The need 
for regional structures involving federal initiatives and 
support and major state involvement is strongly indicated. 

The NAPA (National Academy of Public Administrators) Panel 
noted that at the present stage of investigation into the broad 
range of institutional considerations, opportunities for poten
tial benefits realizable through the energy park concept appear 
to outweigh the potential disadvantages by a substantial margin (64). 
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FINANCIAL AND RATE REGULATION 

An extended and detailed consideration of the rate-making process as it will 
apply to the SPS is not warranted at this time. The huge capital conmitments 
and high degree of technological uncertainty regarding the system clearly demand 
that new financial-ownership-management structures be evolved before its develop
ment and operation. These new structures, or scenarios, will necessarily 
involve an entirely new type of interaction with state financial regulation of 
utilities. It may even be, for example, that the systems will be largely 
exempt from such regulation, as a consequence of federal ownership or specific 
statutory exemption on the part of the U.S. Congress. Whatever its management
ownership structure, however, it is quite probable that the SPS will function 
as a purveyor of bulk power. The present electrical utilities and/or consortia 
made up of such utilities would be the buyers of such power. The following 
very brief analysis of rate regulation has been based on the assumption that 
the utilities would in fact be buying the power and perhaps providing all or 
part of the ground facilities. 

The potential interaction of the state--through its existing rate regulatory 
process--and the electrical utilities could have three significant characteris
tics. These are: 

1. The involvement of regulatory authorities in authorizing 
the purchasing utilities to make commitments for sub
stantial capacity from the SPS operating entity, well in 
advance of the operational phase of the system. 

2. The willingness of the regulatory authorities to permit, 
and/or incorporate in the rate base, those front-ended 
expenditures that might be required of the utilities to 
develop appropriate land facilities in anticipation of 
SPS-delivered power. 

3. The possibility of utilities being asked to pay for a 
"place in line" and, in some form, to contribute to a 
consortium or other entity that would operate the land 
facilities of SPS power. (It is assumed that regu
lators would be asked to recognize this cost as part of 
the rate base. ) 

With respect to all three issues, the probable response of most state regulatory 
authorities would be overwhelmingly negative at the present time. There is a 
high degree of resistance to inclusion of CWIP as part of the rate base (as 
noted in Section III, Exhibit 1 and discussion). The lead time for the SPS may 
well be even longer than the lead time for current power plants, so that the 
question of such allowances becomes even more important. 
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The problem is significantly exacerbated by the fact that it will be critical 
for the sponsor entity of the SPS to get commitments from purchasinq utilities 
well in advance of actual operation of the SPS. Without such commitments, it 
might well be that utilities would proceed to develop their alternative sources 
of power, which would then become redundant and/or competitive, and would 
further reduce the profitability of utilities. 

In conversation with the staff of an economic regulatory administration of the 
Department of Energy, certain observations were made with respect to these 
issues. Most important among these was the fact that state regulation of 
utilities may be generally characterized by risk, avoidance, an unwillingness to 
depart from established precedents, and resistance to encouraging utilities to 
speculate on new technology (139,140). The implication of this attitude for 
SPS is that regulatory confirmation for bulk power purchases in the future 
(and/or contribution of front end capital) would not be forthcoming without firm 
guarantees that the power would be delivered on time at a fixed cost. 

It would appear that the only source of such guarantees is the Federal govern
ment. In the absence of such guarantees, advance commitment to SPS power would 
be virtually impossible to obtain, either from the utilities or from those 
regulating them, prior to full-scale operation and demonstration of the SPS. 
It may be that the proposed time frame for an operational SPS is inappropriate 
specifically for this reason. The Federal government must therefore be in a 
position not only to sponsor the research and development, but also to effective
ly guarantee the delivered cost of the power. Any scenario which involves 
major long-term planning on the part of a regulated utility, predicated on the 
availability of SPS power, must incorporate the present and prospective frame
work of regulation. It must also be based on a firm cost and not on an adjust
ment clause permitting increases to be passed on to ratepayers. 

RELIABILITY AND RESERVE 

The issue of reliability has heretofore been largely the concern of the 
utilities; only recently have regulatory agencies become involved. In order to 
assure adequate electrical supply in the event of a local power failure, the 
utilities have historically built reserve capacity. The amount of excess 
capacity has traditionally been unquestioned, since it has ordinarily been 
provided without undue increases in cost to the ratepayers. 

The utilities have had ample reason for maintatning a high degree of reliability 
through redundant capacity. Higher physical plant costs included in the rate 
base yield higher total returns to the utility, since the regulated return is 
based in part on a percentage of the rate base. Further, public goodwill is a 
natural concern of the utilities, who thus have an added incentive to keep power 
supply intact. Moreover, if a blackout can be traced to some neglect on the 
pdrt of the utility, financial liablity might be charged. One final incentive 
is that utility personnel are generally engineers, who take pride in developing 
and maintaining a system that is operational (132). 
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However, utility regulators began to probe the question of reliability after 
the 1965 blackout in the U.S. northeast (and subsequent stoppages). The PUCs 
are now realizing that large amounts of money invested 1n a system do not 
guarantee its reliability. 

Improvements in forecasting techniques are likely to result in lower projections 
of demand for the next decade or two. Although the PUCs are not currently 
performing their own loss-of-load probability calculations, they are encouraging 
utility companies to rely more heavily on such non-capital intensive methods 
of providing reliability as increased utilization of load management techniques 
and greater dependence on equipment reliability (66). 

Because base load power supplies have become generally more reliable, and 
because marginal increases in reliability are very expensive, the regulators 
have been disallowing what they considered excesses in plant design. Extra 
transmission lines, and even additional generating units, have sometimes been 
specifically disallowed in approving requests for Certificate of Public Con
venience; the utility, in turn, is not likely to build something not recoverable 
in its rate base. This control of excess capacity could bring the PUCs into 
the forefront of siting and construction design regulation, should they choose 
to exercise it. 

Two elements in the area of reliability relate direct_ly to the SPS. First, the 
formation of power pools allows the individual electric companies to share 
reserve capacity and yet maintain a high degree of reliability. The development 
of such pools augurs well for SPS, since a single utility, and possibly even a 
single state, would not be able to afford or utilize a 5 GW rectenna. 

Secondly, the larger the system to which the rectenna is added, the smaller its 
percentage of total capacity. If the rectenna facility stops operating, it is 
necessary to pick up that capacity somewhere else immediately. The current rule 
of thumb is that a utility system must have "spinning reserve" equal to ~h~ two 
largest facilities on line at any moment (132). Thus the larger the fac1l1ty, 
the more spinning reserve must be available. 

REGIONALIZATION OF THE REGULATORY PROCESS 

Planning considerations mentioned here refer to planning at a regional level 
within a state but beyond the boundaries of any single utility, and to planning 
and organizing utilities on a supra-state basis. In any event, it seems ap
parent that planning for electrical generation is more successful on a coopera
tive, regional basis. 

The following are some of the advantages of a regional approach to planning: 
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1. Changes in the technology of electrical generation, trans
mission, and distribution have resulted in the expansion of the 
electric utility industry to the point where service areas de
termined by corporate interests may supersede the political 
jurisdictions and geographic boundaries of state and local 
qovernments (66). 

2. Utility companies have been having difficulty making plans for 
new plants in some states, such as California, because of regu
latory-legislative barriers to certain types of power (nuclear) 
and strict air pollution and water quality standards (25). As 
it is easier to build plants in some states than in others, 
utility companies will tend to combine forces and build on a 
regional basis. 

3. The availability of land in areas where air and water concerns 
are minimal tends to force utility companies to plan facilities 
according to those parameters rather than by proximity to the 
customers. 

4. The trends toward centralization also promote the regionali
zation of power generation. Utilities in one or more states 
can pool their resources by building a large facility in a 
remote area, thus reaping the benefits outlined in the section 
on Centralization. 

5. The existing regional organizations, NEPOOL, NYPOOL and PJM 
(New England Power Pool, New York Power Pool and Pennsylvania, 
New Jersey and Maryland Power Pool, respectively), have had 
considerable success in organizing and performing the 
functions of a single utility. These formal power pools 
exert day-to-day control on load balancing, as well as pro
viding coordination of planning, reserves, siting and 
financing of new facilities. 

The National Academy of Public Administration reports that: 

Pursuant to the FPC recoll"':lendations. regional Electric Relia
bility Councils (ERC's) were formed in conjunction with a 
National Electric Reliability Council (NERC) representing about 
95% of the nation's load capacity. Under the aegis of the NERC, 
and in response to an FPC Order requesting annually updated data 
in twelve categories, the ERC's submit data regarding planned 
capacity additions unit retirements, construction proqrams, etc. 
These data are then aggregated by the FPC and made available 
for planning purposes; but it should be stressed that the 
utility associations are voluntary in nature, that compliance 
with the FPC is necessarily discretionary, and that no com
parable government planning structure exists. In fact, in 
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recent years the Southern Governor's Conference has created a 
Southern Interstate Nuclear Board for the purpose of acting as 
an independent regional advisory body for energy development, and 
the Western Governor's Conference has followed with the creation 
of a similar Western Interstate Nuclear Board; but the New 
England Regional Co11111ission {created under Title V of the Public 
Works and Economic Development Act of 1965) states more directly, 
that "At the present time there is no regional government counter
part to NEPOOL {New England Power Pool) with authority to provide 
for public revjew of the NEPLAN forecast {66). 

Notably absent from the increasing trend toward regionalization is any formal or 
informal structure for coordinating the regulatory responses of the invclved 
states. Two possib1e sources for formal regulatory coordination are 
{l) voluntary, interstate agreements, and {2) federally-mandated regional 
planning. Each would require explicit delineation of rights and obligations of 
of the participating state regulatory aqencies. Awareness of the need for 
such coordination is reinforced through a review of the Energy Center litera
ture and in conversations with knowledgeable informants. At the same time, 
these sources reveal considerable skepticism about the success of any voluntary 
efforts {47,66,128,139). 

In 1975, under a U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission contract, the Southern 
Interstate Nuclear Board (SINB) conducted a study of the feasibility and appli
cability of a regional approach to power plant siting. The study, "The Objec
tives and Institutional Mechanisms of a Regional Approach to Nuclear Power 
Plant Siting," established the validity of a regional siting concept and pro
duced a detailed procedure for regional-interstate site review. Study of the 
implementation of this procedure was suggested in the SINB report "Power Plant 
Siting in the United States." It is not known whether the results have been 
published as of this writing. 

This current trend toward regionalization of energy facilities, while possibly 
creating new dimensions in the area of regulation, is likely to promote the 
frameworks necessary for developing the SPS rectennas. There appears to be 
a growing recognition of the advantages in some system of providing bulk 
power (generating plants and transmission lines) under the aegis of large, 
regional organizations. Only through regional management is it feasible to 
take full advantage of the size of the generating capacity of a rectenna. 

INTERACTION WITH FEDERAL NATIONAL POWER GRID PROGRAM 

In 1977, Senator Metcalf proposed the National Electrical Energy Reliability 
and Conservation Act (S.1991). The Department of Energy was asked to perform 
a study on the apparent viability of the national network of hiqh capacity, 
extra high voltage lines, more fully coordinated planning, and potential bulk 
supply power corporation proposed in this bill. The Secretary of Energy 
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committed to perform such a study and assigned it to the Office of Utility 
Systems. The inhouse study began in November 1977 and an extensive request 
for proposal (RFP) effort was initiated in April 1978. 

Presently the "National Power Grid Study," represented by the proposed major 
contracting effort resulting from these studies, is at a state of analysis that 
is somewhat analogous to the state of the evaluation effort for the SPS. Many 
of the issues that are directly relevant to the institutional framework within 
which the SPS might operate are also critical to the national power grid study; 
these issues include (1) the need for better coordination, (2) increasingly 
regionalized supply, and (3) the uncertainty associated with long time frame. 

In this context, it is useful to review the major objectives of the current 
study effort in the National Power Grid Project Plan. The "National Power 
Grid Study Project Plan"(86) indicates that the actual contracts for the various 
parts of the study are to be let in August of 1978, the individual component 
contracts are to be completed by early 1979, and the final report is to be 
completed by the second quarter of 1979. 

Thirteen major objectives cited in the study are as follows: 

Group 1: Develop National Power Grid Concepts and Issues 

l. National power grid concepts. 
2. National power grid issues. 
3. Public, private, and cooperative systems. 

Group 2: Bulk Power Supply Improvement Potential 

4. Generation cost and fuel conservation. 
5. Diversity utilization. 
6. Coal by wire. 
7. Bulk power grid capability. 
8. Emergency transfers. 

Group 3: Technical and Institutional Impediments 

9. Federal and state statutes and regulatory practices. 
10. Industry planning and operating processes. 
11. Financial decision processes. 

Group 4: Impact of Proposed Legislation 

12. Economic and structural implications of S.1991. 
l 3. Competition . 

The "Technical and Institutional Impediments," described as Group 3, above, 
are directly relevant to the SPS. To a large extent, they overlap the content 
of the present study (although they specifically include federal regulation). 
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Close monitoring, and possible expansion, of the results of this effort may 
illuminate specific interactions with the SPS evaluation effort. 

While SPS is not explicitly a "bulk power" source at this time, it is likely 
that the institutional and ownership arrangements required to fund and operate 
it will create an entity whose primary function is to sell bulk power. Further, 
the critical question of reliability is directly dependent on the size and 
extent of the grid into whicW SPS power is fed: the larger the grid, presumably 
the lower the extra reserve margins required tor the S~S. This latter point 
is more relevantly considered under the issue of "utility integration." 

In summary, even in the narrow context of state and local regulation, the on
going national power grid evaluation effort may contribute significant insights 
into the problems of regional control, jurisdictional interface, and the need 
for new institutions. All of these issues have emerged as key regulatory 
problems in the power grid study. 
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VI I. "SUB-NATIONAL 11 POWER PLANT REGULATION IN OTHER COUNTRIES 

SCOPE AND DEFINITION OF ANALYSIS 

In the United States (and a few other countries in the world), there are three 
definatelyseparate levels of regulation: federal, state (provincial) and 
local (municipal). A limited literature search as well as a general knowledge 
of international political structures indicates that this explicity federal 
form of government is the exception rather than the rule in the governments of 
the world. Selected European countries, Canada, and Australia are somewhat 
unique in representing truly effective federal structures -- these are among the 
few nations in which the sub-national governmental agencies, specifically the 
state or province, have a degree of sovereignty adequate to override or obs
truct decisions of national policy. 

This distinction seems particularly significant in the case where other coun
tries will have a de9ree of regulation over the SPS. Although there exists a 
real possibility that the SPS program may become an international rather than 
a domestic program, this issue is still being explored and there is no joint 
corrmitment to such a program, even in the evaluation stages, at this time. The 
subject of international participation requiring changes in international or
ganization is being dealt with in a separate White Paper. In the context of 
this research, the regulation question has been narrowed to whether or not 
analogs exist in other countries for the state and local regulation of power 
plant siting and operation as it exists in the United States. 

PRELIMINARY GENERAL FINDINGS 

A brief literature search and limited discussion with informed sources produced 
the following highly general observations, many of which may be more in the 
nature of initial surmise rather than of formal conclusions: 

1. Effectively federal forms of national governments in which state or 
provincial entities have significant powers to obstruct or override 
Federal decisions are fairly unusual. 

2. The degree and extent of power plant siting and environmental regulation 
seems much more highly evolved in the United States than virtually 
anywhere else in the world. 

3. What evidence there is of detailed regulation of power plants siting 
at any level seem to be either concentrated in the more highly in
dustrialized countries, or largely oriented to restrictions and safety 
provisions in the location of nuclear power plants 

4. Notwithstanding the absence of state or provincial requlation, there 
is a pattern in the more industrialized nations of limited local par
ticipation in power plant sitin9 decisions. 

This latter point is of particular significance since it would seem to corres
pond much more appropriately to city or county levels of regulation than to 
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the pattern of state regulation in the United States. Such things as building 
permits, fire inspections, conformance with local zoning or land use codes do 
appear to exist in other countries. 

What limited specific data could be obtained on this issue is derived largely 
from countries belonging to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and De
velopment (OECD). 

REGULATORY PATTERNS IN OECD COUNTRIES 

A preliminary literature research indicated that most power plant regulation in 
the OECD countries is oriented toward regulation of nuclear power plants. Ap
parently, except for the nuclear power plants, no specialized process has 
evolved for coordinatin9 local or state approvals for power plant sitings. 

In general, the pattern seems to be one of notification and solicitation of 
comments from local, i.e. municipal authorities. Sometimes the transmission 
of this data does go through a provincial, departmental or prefect official. 

In general, even in the federalized countries of Europe, the veto powers or 
jurisdictions of the state or provincial governments are quite limited. For 
example, in West Germany, one of the most highly evolved federal governments 
in Europe, the law states that regional and municipal authorities "may be in
volved in the licensing procedure to the extent that their proper jurisdiction 
is concerned." Similarly, in Switzerland the only specific reference to the 

Canton (province) is that the Federal Office of Energy Economy must "obtain the 
opinion of the Canton in which the installation is to be constructed." (65) 
Cantonal authorities are also responsible for authorizing the facility under 
building, fire and water regulations. In Belgium, France, and the United 
Kingdom, the responsibility for approving a site rests with the national authori-
ties. There are, however, provisions mandatory in some cases and optional 
in others -- for public notification, public hearings, and the solicitation 
of opinions from local government. 

In summary, it would appear that even in the very sensitive area of nuclear 
regulation, power siting control is not nearly as highly evolved elsewhere 
as it is in the United States. Futher, participation on the part of either 
state provincial or purely local authorities seems to be largely informational 
in nature with few if any indications of pure veto power of the type that is 
characteristic of the United States. 

While the particular data source did not discuss Canada in depth, the provin
cial governments have, if anything, greater autonomy in matters relating to 
resources and, by extension, energy than the states in the U.S. Some of this 
authority has been preempted with respect to nuclear development -- an explicit 
federal function in Canada. It is not clear, without extensive further re
search, what the precise boundaries of jurisdictional control in the matter of 
siting non-nuclear projects in Canada. A similar, but even more generalized, 
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observation may be made with respect to Australia; there, the various component 
states have fairly highly developed autonomy in many jurisdictional areas. 

THIRD WORLD AND DEVELOPING NATIONS 

For the most part, third world countries are dominated by centrally planned 
economies. Local opposition to governmentally-approved rectenna facilities is 
therefore unlikely to cause significant changes in the plans for siting. As
suming future conditions similar to those existing today, local opposition is 
likely to be sporadic or feeble. 

Local opposition to govermentally approved facilities is particularly unlikely 
to be a major consideration in developing countries if present trends continue to 
apply. Power plant siting is likely to be accomplished as part of an overall 
development plan in the locality of the rectenna site. Futhermore, concern for 
the environment is generally weaker in these countries, and western environmen
tal considerations are often regarded as an attempt to inhibit growth in the less 
developed countries. Income and employment are clearly the overriding goals 
in these countries. 
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VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 

LIMITED VALUE OF FURTHER INDEPENDENT PROCEDURAL RESEARCH 

Any attempt to deal meaningfully with state and local regulation of power plant 
siting and operation, or directly with state agencies, necessarily involves 
wading through a morass of detail about procedures, jurisdictions, and case law. 
Because of the limited applicability of the present framework of regulation to 
the SPS, additional research in this area seems unwarranted. However, such de
tailed analysis is often a pre-requisite for identifying significant issues or 
vectors in regulation which may, in fact, be meaningful to the evaluation of 
the SPS. 

The rewards of further independent, detailed procedural research will probably 
be fairly minor, although some reinforcment of the research from similar 
studies to synthesize patterns and generic issues from detailed research would 
be valuable. Some of the issues or vectors which have been identified in this 
report are suited to a more limited and focused study of regulatory issues. 

REINFORCEMENT OF ONGOING STUDIES 

The study of critical issues in power plant regulation by the Berkeley Energy 
Facility Siting Study (BEFS Study) have already been noted as a key data source. 
Further, the study, funded by the Department of Energy, is staffed by individu
als who are quite knowledgeable and have been very helpful in the conduct of 
this research. Although technically their charter is to consider only coal
fired power plants, the substance of their research covers much if not all of 
the ground of the "detailed procedural research" required for the analysis of 
SPS regulatory issues. 

The BEFS Study has not explicitly considered the SPS, and its staff was generally 
uninformed and skeptical. They are, however, well qualified to draw useful 
and relevant conclusions about patterns and trends in regulation. At the very 
least, their completed study should be reviewed in detail for its implications 
for the SPS. 

Consideration also should be given to possibly expanding the scope of their 
effort to deal specifically with the SPS, possibly in cooperation with DOE 
staff or current consultants, who are already familiar with the SPS issue. 

T~e Southern Interstate Nuclear Board (SINB) has been interested in tne ques
tion of regional planning and regional regulation for some time. There is 
currently a study effort on the subject of regional control of power plant 
siting which apparently does address the prospects and problems in coordinating 
state regulation. This study should be investigated and certainly evaluated 
in light of its implications for the SPS. 

Historically, some parallel efforts in identifying key issues and prospects for 
state regulation of utilities have been undertaken by both the National Associa
tion of Public Administrators and the Western Interstate Energy Board (formerly 
Western Interstate Nuclear Board). 
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In general, the options available to DOE for future study in coordination with 
these studies include: 

1. Careful review of findings and interpretations for the SPS by other 
consultants directly retained by DOE and familiar with the SPS. 

2. Limited "add-ons" to their present scope of work in conjunction with 
consultants already familiar with the SPS 

3. Authorization of additional studies to address the SPS issues. 

NEED FOR ADDITIONAL ISSUES OR "VECTORS" RESEARCH 

The issue of Centralization, probably warrants further investigation, This 
need not take the form of extended detailed research, but rather should be 
an overview and a projection of increasing centralization. It is important 
that centralization be considered not only in terms of the total generating 
capacities of individual plants, but also the capacity of individual units 
within these plants. 

Such research into centralization need not be restricted simply to the regula
tory framework but might also consider reliability and reserve. 

Clearly regionalization is an issue that needs further examination. Once again, 
there is no need for an extensive catalogue of detailed procedures. Instead, 
a systematic examination, including extensive personal interviews of existing 
regional organizations and their observations and the implications of their 
operations for regional control and regulation, is probably worthwhile. 

INTERFACE WITH LAND USE AND SITING STUDIES 

One problem with any attempt to study state and local regulation is that it 
does not easily lend itself to abstraction. Meaningful response as to the 
character and rigor could only be obtained in the context of a specific problem. 
This is clear evidence that in a large society many types of regulations can 
be classified as "location-dependent". A possibly still premature way of deal
ing with this process would be to coordinate the regulatory efforts with the 
siting and land use efforts. It should be possible, and in fact would parallel 
some efforts being made by Arthur D. Little Inc. for Marshall Space Center, to 
take one or a small subset of potential sites and actually do a paper-process
ing exercises to identify what limitations would be encountered. This would be 
analagous or identical to the recent study by the Institute For Telecommunica
tions on radio frequency interference (RFI) effect on two tentative sites in 
the Mojave Desert. 

In any case, regulatory considerations should certainly be integrated in with 
the next iteration of the siting and land use aspect of the SPS evaluation. 
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

47. The Energy Center, Issues in Power Plant Siting, The 94th Congress 
and The States, Washington, D.C., January 15, 1977. 

Description: 

This report was prepared for the Federal Energy Administration, Office of 
Siting for submittal to the Siting and Licensing Working Group of the Energy 
Resources Council (Subcommittee on Electricity). The report was prepared by 
the Energy Center and represents primarily a review of legislative and 
administrative activity in power plant siting in both the States and the 
Federal Governrrent during the period of the 94th Congress (1975-1976). 
Included is a review of previous activity which would affect the thinking of 
anyone drafting Federal legislation for the future. After describing factual 
information, ten general power plant siting issues were identified and analyzed. 
Reconmendations for action are also provided. 

Of use to the SPS study: Sorre of the ten generic power plant siting issues were 
quite relevant to the construction of a rectenna facility. The observations 
of the Energy Center both as to issues and recommendations were valuable inputs 
to the discussion of regulatory issues that may affect the SPS. 

Availability: FEA Purchase Order #P-05-77-4428-0. 

64. General Electric Co!11lany, Center for Energy Systems, Assessrrent of 
Energy Parks Vs. Dispersed Electric Power Generating Facilities, 
Final Report, May 30, 1975. 

Description: 

Under a grant from the Office of Energy Research and Developrrent Policy of 
the National Science Foundation, the General Electric Company carried out 
a generalized assessrrent of the energy parks, or energy centers, concept 
in C0!11larison with the conventional practice of dispersed, distributed 
siting of electric generating plants. The study was accolll>lished during 
the period July 1, 1974 through May 30, 1975. 

The overall objective of the study was to examine and compare the technical, 
economic, environrrental and institutional issues related to the energy 
park concept and to identify the obstacles, benefits and penalties that 
would result if the concept were adopted. 

Concommittant objectives were (1) to identify major research and developrrent 
needs, both technological and institutional, and (2) to identify possible 
approaches to resolution of significant policy issues associated with the 
energy park concept. The tirre frarre of the study assumes initial genera
ting unit start-up in 1985 and completion of construction about 20 years 
later. 
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The energy parks described in this study consist of either 20 nuclear 
(light water) reactor units, each generating 1,300 megawatts for a total 
of 26,000 MW or 24 fossil fuel (coal) units, eight each at 885 MW, 1,075 MW 
and 1,320 MW for a total of 26,250 MW. 

Of use to the SPS study: The report thoroughly addresses the problems 
of developing a large, centralized power generating facility. It also 
provides a framework for looking at the changes needed in regulation at 
the regional and federal level in order to respond to a proposal of generating 
capacity of this magnitude. 

Availabilit : U.S. Government Printing Office Stock No. 038-000-0023-9 
in two volumes); UCLA Library call number: TK, 1191, G286a, 1975. 

66. National Academy of Public Administration, The Institutional Aspects 
of the Energy Centers Concept, Washington, D.C., March 1977. 

Description: 

The study consists of papers written by a number of consultants engaged 
to investigate the institutional problems associated with the implementation 
of the energy center concept. A panel of these consultants (some of whom 
had participated in an earlier study of energy centers for General Electric, 
see above) was formed and given the mandate to examine the experience 
in two states where the energy center concept had been actively considered. 
The states of Pennsylvania and Washington were selected by the panel for 
this analysis. The panel met for four, two-day meetings over the course of 
the twe 1 ve month period of the study. 

The papers included in this report are: 

11 Nucl ear Energy Centers: Equity Considerations Relating to Taxation and 
Revenue Distribution", Terry A. Ferrar, Ph.D., Frank Clemente, Ph.D., and 
Alan B. Brownstein, M.A. 

"Report on the Jurisdictional Authorities of State and Local Government 
Related to Centralized and Decentralized Alternative Energy Systems" 
Prepared by the Environmental Policy Institute as part of its Powerplant 
Siting Project, Marc Messing, Matthew O'Meara and Richard M. Hall. 
"Federal-State Conflict and Cooperation in the Siting of Nuclear Energy 
Facilities", Orval Hansen. 
11The Energy Park Experience In Pennsylvania", Dr. Frank Clemente and Dr. 
Terry A. Ferrar. 
Of use to the SPS study: The jurisdictional conflict issues were clearly 
applicable to the SPS rectenna facility if built by an interstate group. 
Availability: Contact the National AcadelT\Y of Public Administration 
(202) 659-9165. 
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77. Rossi, Lyna Wiggins, and Dan Worntioudt, Trends in the Siting of 
Conventional Coal-Fired Power Plants, October 1977 Progress Report 
of the Land Use Component, Institute of Urban and Regional Development. 

79. Schroeder, Chris, and John Wi'ley, Earl Warren Legal Institute, 
University of California, State Facility Siting Legislation and Its 
Im~act on the Siting of Coal-Fired Power Plants, Lawrence Berkeley 
La oratory and the:University of California, Berkeley, October 1977. 

Description: 

These two reports represent initial draft output from the Berkeley Energy 
Facility Siting (BEPS) Study. This study is being funded by the Division 
of Policy Analysis in the Office of Technology Impacts of the Assistant 
Secretary for Environment, United States Department of Energy. The inves
tigators are: Christopher H. Schroeder, Daniel T. Wormhoudt, Robert A. 
Enholm, Lyna Wiggins and John Wiley. The current institutional affiliations 
for those members of this team who provided input to this report can be 
found in the preceding section: Personal Communication. 

"fhe "Trends in the Siting of Conventional Coal-Fired Power Plants" draft 
report is the land use portion of the BEFS Study. It is the documentation 
of existing and prevailing siting patterns for coal-fired power plants 
only. It reviews the actual physical facilities and locations of over 
400 plants. It outlines the existing land use planning methodologies 
employed by utilities, states and other governmental units as aids in 
decisionmaking. Trends in lead time between planning, construction and 
operations were also studied. 

Of use to the SPS study: Conclusions as to centralization and other 
locational aspects of current trends. 

The "State Facility Siting Legislation and Its Impact on the Siting of 
Coal-Fired Power Plants" study attempts to assess the success of recent 
efforts to improve the energy facility siting process. It focuses on the 
processes employed by the states to plan and approve the location and con
struction of coal-fired power plants. The emphasis on coal, however, is not 
evident in the report because many of the administrative issues raised in 
the context of coal also apply to other, large-scale technologies as well. 

Of use to the SPS study: This effort took data from other sources (notably 
References 47, 64, 66, 81 and 89) and categorized the siting legislation, 
analyzed the issues, evaluated the success of various methods of legislating 
siting, indicated apparent shortcomings in the various states' systems, and 
presented the results in a clear, organized manner. It also provided a 
review and evaluation of current literature on the subject. 

Availability: The DOE contact for these studies is Susan Wellborn 
(202) 376-4449. 
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81. Southern Interstate Nuclear Board, Power Plant Siting in the United 
States, June 1976. 

Description: 

This report is the fifth update of a review of siting legislation. The 
review was begun in 1972 by the Southern Interstate Nuclear Board (SINB). 
It sununarizes the existing body of state power plant siting legislation 
for all fifty states. Included is a copy of the existing law, or any 
pertinent pending law, governing energy facility siting and an analysis 
of that legislation. A section of the report is devoted to the activities 
at the federal level, including pending legislation which could affect 
the states. 

Of use to the SPS study: Descriptions of legislation and the actual process 
in Florida and Connecticut. 

Availability: For sale from the Southern Interstate Nuclear Board 
(404) 455-8841. 

34. University of California, Los Angeles, Environmental Science and 
Engineering Program, Power Pl ant Siting Assessment Methodology: 
A Case Study Utilizing Coal Gasification Combined Cycle Along the 
Southern Coast of California, November 1977. 

Description: 

This study was performed under contract from the Electric Power Institute 
(EPRI) by a team of graduate students and faculty from the Environmental 
Science and Engineering Program at the University of California, Los 
Angeles. The central focus is in the application of the Power Plant Siting 
Assessment System (PPSAS) to the siting of a hypothetical combined cycle 
coal gasification energy facility. 

The intent of the study was to identify limiting factors before preparation 
of the environmental impact report. The second objective was to demonstrate 
an application of the PPSAS using, as a test case, a location at Ormond 
Beach, California. Practical experience in power plant siting was incor
porated in the report from two sources: one of the team of researchers 
worked for the Department of Water and Power in its application for approval 
of the San Joaquin Nuclear Power Plant; secondly, much of the environmental 
data used in the application of PPSAS was obtained from the Final Environ
mental Impact Statement on the Liquefied Natural Gas Facilities' application 
at Ormond Beach, near Oxnard, California. 

Of use in the SPS study: A step-by-step enumeration of the process of 
obtaining permits, reviews, etc. within the state of California. The 
information provided included names of agencies, legal mandates, authority 
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vested in various agencies, tiire limitations and to the degree possible, 
threshholds of acceptability. The bibliographic information was also 
very useful . 

Availability: For sale at the Office of the Environirental Science and 
Engineering Program, UCLA, (213) 825-3178. 

89. The Western Interstate Nuclear Board, Regional Factors in Planning 
and Siting Electrical Energ,y Facilities in the Western United 
States, Lakewood, Colorado, April 5, 1977. 

Description: 

This report was perforired by the Western Interstate Nuclear Board (WINB, 
now called Western Interstate Energy Board, or WIEB). for the Office of 
Standards Develop~nt of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). The 
study was directed at identifying so~ of the existing and emerging 
issues, problems and conflicts arising in the planning and siting of 
electrical energy facilities in the WIEB region (Arizona, California, 
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington 
and Wyoming.) 

The second objective was to prepare recom~ndations and alternative courses 
of action by state, federal and regional agencies for streamlining the 
regulatory and decision-making processes involved in the siting of nuclear 
and ether electric energy facilities. 

Of use to the SPS study: Excellent description of the siting process 
in Colorado (which does not have siting legislation); valuable insights as 
to regional issues. 

Availability: For sale by the Western Interstate Energy Board (303) 837-5851. 
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DESCRIPTION OF SELECTED REGULATORY FUNCTIONS BY STATE 

Nine types of state and local regulation are identified as involving a 
universal processing requirement for the SPS. Of these nine, seven lend 
themselves to meaningful description at the state level. 

The major elements of each of these types of regulation are surrmarized in 
a standard format which covers the four states selected for detailed 
analysis: California, Colorado, Connecticut and Florida. The seven 
summaries included in this Appendix are: 

1. Generating Facilities (Construction Approval} 
2. Energy Policies (Need for Facilities} 
3. Electric Utility Regulation (Rate Case Approval} 
4. Land Use and Zoning (All Levels} 
5. Protection of Natural Aereal Resources (Coastal 

Cowmission} 
6. Air Quality 
7. Water Quality 
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( l ; , ',, l, t ~ I r I • , 11 ', : I , ! , Generating racil ities (Construttion Approval) 

f.[ :a RAL 
STAlUIUIT 
01 Rf GU
LATI ON: 

~AME or 
Ill. I I~ CY : 

NATURE ur 
REGULllTIUfl: 

OOCU11ftl
T II I I Ofl: 

STATUS or 
STANOARJJS: 

Al.ENCY 
ltlSlORY OR 
SlATUS: 

TI '11 Nf,: 

MA,JOR 
SOURCE or 
CONCERN; 
POL I CY· 

O:l 
I 

N 

Eorh state seems to handle this question differently. There Is 
no legi,lation which, hy its own definition, would apply to the 
SPS. 

Host siting legislation require air and .. ater quality standard' 
be niet by specifically addressing those issuPS as part of thP 
overall approval. Permits must be obtained separately from the 
appropriate agencies. 

CALIFORNIA 

c.11; r 01·n, o r ne.rgy · Comniss ion-(CEC); 
Public IJtilities Comnission(PUC) 

COL OR/IDO 

Public Utilities Conmission 

Cert if cat ion ( ie. approval for con- I ron;truct ion permit 
struct on) ~ CEC; Certificate of Public 
Conven ence and Necessity ~ PIJC 

Notice of Intention (NOi); Application 
fur CPrtification (AFC); EIR/ElS 

Assume by default would be handled with 
EIR/EIS and "Colorado Review Process" 

OecausP law specifically mentions ther-, lt1e Land Use Comnisslon has the power 
mal power facilities, unclear whether to pre-empt local zoning for utility 
CEC or PUC would be lead agency. projects (see Land Use and Zoning). 

No project has b<'en processed all the 
way through the CEC construct Ion 
approva 1 system and bu tit. 

Opti1•1istic estimate: 36 months 

· foe (nergy conlniss ion feels ff-should 
use the siting process to encourage 
ut i I it ies to incorporate a mix of 
fuel types and generating technologies 
in their generating mixes. They feel 
diversity lowers risks and resulting 
benefits outweigh the costs. Smaller 
plants, however, are being encouraged 
as more reliable and less da11111ging to 
the environment. Long 1 ead times are 
considered cost effective; building fo 
too nouch capacity h to be •voided. 
New plants must be consistent with 
the Conmission's 10 yrar forecast. 

Lega 1 uncerta int irs as to 1 earl agency 
(CEC vs. PUC) and pre-e.,.itory status 
of air and water quality permits must 
be decided. 

Enahl ing legislation: Warran-Alquist 
Act ( JIU 1575), 1g14. 

The Energy Office Is involved In 
energy conservation planning, not 
demand forecasting and site selection. 

No legislative requirement' re power 
plant approva 1. 
The Energy i>iandoes not add-;.ess any 
of the issues involved with siting. 

The Public Utilities Conmission has no 
jurisdiction over municipally-owned 
ut i 1 it i e•, operating IM ide corporate 
1 imits (except as to gas s•fety). 

The Conmisslon recognizes that the 
selection of a plant site rests with the 
management of the ut i 1 ity i nvo 1 ved sub
ject to approval by the Conmisslon. 

The burden of proof of permit approvals 
at all levels lies with the utility; the 
PUC makes the final decision. 

Allan n. r.otin, ru111or1lc fr,11': .. uflMllS 
fl••,,ifiC<llion Worl'.lu·ct(/I) 11/10//R 

l'O IE IHI AL 
lflTI P./ICI ION 
wt 111 srs 
RIClltlNA: 

There may be a conflict in policy with states expressing a desire for 
decentralized power plant siting and sma11Pr sized facilities. Also a 
strongly developed land use plan with no coordination as to larger ener~y 
developments could pose problems. The size of the rectenna seems to 
distinguish the SPS from other p;·ojects which would fall under the jurisdkt ion 
of energy siting legislation. Planning for solar projects (which also require 
large land areas) could aid in SPS project implementation inadvertantly. 

Al though air and water qua! ity permits are 11sually required from the 
appropriate a gene i es as part of siting process, there should be no prob 1 em 
with operational permits. Approval for construction could become a stumbling 
block (see 3.2. 2 /Ii r ()ual ity). 

CONNfCTICUT 

Power facility Evaluating Council 

- eertiHCiitlori. lhe -utl ifiy c.irliiOi:. pur
chase the land without the PFEC' s appro
va I. Therefore ownership of the land 
cannot be used by the ut i 1 ity as a rea-

FLORIDA 

Department of Environmental Regula
tion (OER); Governor and Cabinet 

DER acts as clearninghouse; Governor 
and Cabinet final decision on certifi 
cation of site and facilities. 

son for selecting the _sit~. ______ ·--------------------- ··-
Statemc~t and Findi~g of Need; EIR/EIS;~/lpplicatlon for.Certification of . 
Certificate of Environonental Proposed Electrical Power Generating 

_ Compatlblit.y. _____ -·--· --··-- .l'_l_l!!Llit~Jfil_R_.f!lJ'.111_PJ~J2-1, IU7/7 

Current focus of Council is on trans- Considerable experience {7-8 project) 
mission lines; no siting activity. In siting; no attempt to override 

One project has been through process 
since 1972. No more are expected for 
12 years. 

Decision deadline: ten months from date 
of application. 

The Counc i 1 has preemptory power to 
approve location and type of facility. 
It cannot override local zoning without 
an appeal. 

Public Utilities Environmental Standards 
Act passed by the Counci 1 provides 
ground rules for compliance with environ 
mental regulations. "Balancing the need 
for adequate and reliable ... services a 
the lowest reasonable cost to consumers 
with the need to protect the environment 
and ecology of the state." With criteria 
"at least as stringent as federal" 
standards. 

local~_gu_~atio!:'_s ___ _ 

Planning and Siting facilitated by 
"Ten Year Site Plans", EIR acts as 
clearinghouse for other regulatory 
~_!!~cles.:...___ ___ _ _ _ -··· __ 

One year li11it on siting decisions. 

Applications for additional factlltie 
and specific sites are reviewed by 
Public Service COllllllsslon (which in 
tum prepares a report and submits 
recoaaendatlons), by the IJER, by the 
Division of State Planning. DER 
establishes air and water qual tty 
and other environmental standards 
and approves the site. Final appro
val for constructTOrl is from the 
governor and cabinet which are popu
larly elected officials. There are 
extensive hearings and input is heard 
from Interested state agencies. 

NAME or 
AGENCY: 

NATURE or 
HF GULA I I ON: 

DOCUMEN
TATION: 

STATUS Of 
STANDARDS: 

AGENCY 
HISTORY OP. 
STATUS: 

TIMING: 

MAJOR 
SOURCE Of 
CONCERN; 
POLICY: 

Enabling Legislation: Public facilties 
Environment•] St•ndards Act, and Power 
facil itv fvalution Council Administratlv 
l!Pgulations in: Connecticut Law Journal, 
July 18, 1972. 

Enabl Ing legislation: Florida Environ 
lllP.ntal Reorganization Act of 1975 
creatf'd Environmental Regulation Com
mission & makps DER one stop agency. 

Allan D. Kolin, £1.onoonic Consultant! 
Cl•ss if icat ion Wotksheet(B) 8/10/78 
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Gr~rRAl 

STAlfMENT 
OF R[G~
LATl Ofl: 

NAME OF 
AGENCY: 

NATUR[ OF 
REGULA 11 Oii: 

DOCUMEN
TAT 1011: 

STATUS OF 
STANOAROS: 

AGENCY 
HISTORY OR 
STATUS: 

Tl!'11NG: 

MAJOR 
SOURCE OF 
CONCERN; 
POLICY: 

°' I 
w 

1· ''· lnergy Policies (Need for faci 1i ty) 

Questioning the need for a new power plant is an exercise In regulation 
that state agencies did not get involved in until recently. States assumed 
that their electric power companies wouldn't build new facilities unless they 
ww>re necessary. This is in great part because such construction could be 
accoqilished without consistent increases In rates to customers. This Is no 
longer true. With the rise In the cost of oil and labor, state level agencies 
have begun to develop (l) methodologies for enluating the utilities' fore
casting and/or (2) have begun imposing their own methodologies on the utili
ties. Because this area of regulation is new, the jurisdictional lines be
tween PUC's and Energy Con1isslons are still being drawn as to approving thE' 
need for a fac i1 tty. 

CALIFORNIA 

California Public Uti llties 
Conoission (PUC) 

Certificate of Public Convenience 
and Necessity (CPCN) 

COLORADO 

Public Utilities CDtlmission of 
Colorado (PUC) 

Certificate of Public Convenience 
and Necessity (CPCN) 

Arplication for CPCN I Application for CPCN 

FY 76-7: 30 certification proceedings 
were pendfnq; 5 - elec. generating 
plants. 19 - transmission lines. 
Some overlap bt!tween_PliC_ and CEC-
authorfty to approve need for 
the facility. Much planning done as 
part of forecasts required by CEC. 

Justification of need part of a larger 
process of approximately 36 months. 

PUC authority does not apply to e1.te11sio 
of service w/in an area already s1~rved 
or to municipally-owned utilities. 

PUC has taken a "proove it to us• 
attitude toward utility c°""anies' 
requests. 

No time limits Identified. 

PUILNllAL 
INHRAC flON 
WITll SPS 
RfC JENNA: 

[nergy planners are generally looking at least 10 years in advance and 
are planning plants about the .5 to 1 Gii size. If the SPS capacity is to 
be 5 Gii, planners must begin incorporating the potential use of such a 
large plant in thP.ir thinking at least 15 years before expected 
construct ion. 

CONNlC Tl C:U T 

Power F ac ii ty Iva I ua ti on Counc ii 
(PHC) 

Dete1111fnation of Need for facility. 

FIORllll\ 

Public Service C~fssion (PSC) 

Approval of llp1•lication 

·-+------- ----·-- ------- -
Application for Certificatin of Pro
Posed Electric Power Generating Plant' 

Application for Certificate of Environ-
111enta I Compa t I b ii ity and Pub I i c Need 

The PHC has jurisdiction over need for 
any faci Ii ty above 69 kw. 

See 2.3 Generating Facll !ties 

No tillll! limitation identified. 

iLe UlEL£anLP£mLl!H. 8/7/76) 

The siting legislation applies to 
steam generating facilities 
specifically. 

See 1.1 Rate Regulation 

Ho time lf•i t identified 

NAME or 
AGENCY: 

NATURE or 
REGIJLllTION: 

DOCUMEN
TATION: 

STATUS or 
STANDARDS: 

AGENCY 
HISTORY OR 
STATUS: 

TIMING: 

---·- - - --- ____________ .. ----·-- -- - . ---·- ---------- -- -------- .. -- ---- --·-· -- -

When a uti 1i ty fonna lly r·eques ts a 
new facility, the PSC prepares a 
report to the DER for review and 
approval. Ti. Application llll!ntioned 
above ts 110re detailed than the 
state's non.al procedures for evalua
tion of regional i11P1cts would re
quire. 

The PUC cannot issue a Certificate 
(CPCN) until certification from the 
CEC has been obtained. 

PUC is ftlStly concerned with the 
rate regulation end of the plant 
approval. 

Although the Application for l:he 
Certificate of Pub I le Convenlt!nce 
and llecess ity is a request for a 11 
aspects of plant construction ( ie. 
construction and site selectf1>n plus 
environmental evaluation). gr.tnting 
of the certificate also inclu,:fes 
approval of need. 

1\11.m IL r.olin, ffoun1:iic C<111•.ulla11t.s 
fl,"•,ific .1litin Worl 'hc·Pt(A) fl/IU/lll 

The PFEC is the r!!viewlng agency of 
long-range bulk power supply planning 

in the state and is repsonsible for 
planning th~ interconnectioned utility 
systl!lllS for acequate, reliable, economic 
service. 

The planning function begins with 
the staff of the Energy Orfice provid
recomlll!ndations which are then iqile
nl!'nted by the PUCA. the PrEC and by the 
Governor. 

Planning of new facilities has been 
such that projects r>rovidinq adequate 
power have been approved for construc
tion in 19R6. rorrca,ters feel that 
110 atte••>l should be Olilde to predict 
h<>yond that date. 

Discussion of the new facility has 
begun with the first mention of it 
in the 10-year site plans. These 
plans are reviewed annually by the 
division of State Planning. When an 
actual application is received and 
the PSC 11akes its report, the rsc 
makes rec~ndations to the DER as 
to the present and future needs for 
generating capacf ty in the area. 

MAJOR 
SOURCE Of 
CONCERN; 
POLICY: 

Allan D. Kolin, Efonomlc Consulta1 
Classification Wo kshcet(B) 8/10/l 
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CLASS or P.~:l'Lt.~l·:'.•: Electric Utility Regulation (Rate case approval) 

GE NE RAL 
STATEMENT 
OF REGU
LATION: 

NAME OF 
AGENCY: 

NATURE OF 
REGULATION: 

DOCUMEN
TATION: 

STATUS OF 
STANDARDS: 

AGENCY 
HISTORY OR 
STATUS: 

The activlties of the rate regulators in this process ls to assess the 
appropriateness of the public utilities' rate level and service. Utilities 
are usually regulated on a cost-plus basis. An inquiry is conducted into 
the expected costs and timlng of a new facility in order to insure that 
utility estimates represent the true and allowable expenses for construction. 
When the inquiry is finished, a Certificate of Public Convenience and 
Necessity is issued by the PUC to the appllcant utility authorizi'lg funds.* 
The Certificate has tradit iona 11 y meant an authori za t1 on for financing and 
implied subsequent repayment throu9h rate adjustment after plant completion. 
Site selection or approval of need for the project are not included. 

The Rate Base is that account against which capital expenses are recouped 
through the customer. Once an expense is allowed in the rate base it can 
be recouped and a profit or return is allowed for the stockholder whose 
money 1111as used to f\nance the venture. 

CALIFORNIA COLORADO 

California Public Utilities 
Comnission (PUC) 

Public Utilities Comnissio of Colorado 
(PUC) 

Approval or Disapproval of Application 'Approval or Disapproval of Application 
for Rate Change {Certificate of Public for Rate Change• 
Convenience and Necessity) 

Request for Certificate of Public 
Convenience and Necessity 

Request for Certificate of Public 
Convenience and Necessity 

PUC accepts the forecasting methodology 
of the utility but specifies changes for 
future applications. 

Colorado is in the process of establish
ing its policies on rate regulation. A 
report on hearings conducted in 1978 will 
be presented to the Governor in November. 

--+-----------------+------- ------ ----
T!~ING: 

MAJOR 
SOURCE OF 
CONCERN; 
POLICY: 

In pursuing a pol icy of protecting the 
ratepayer from participating in the 
risk associated with financing 11ew 
energy facilities, the PUC does not 
a 11 ow Construction Works in Progress 
(CWIP) to be incorporated in the 
rate base. Money saved through tax 
relief must be passed on to the rate
payer; R & D must be expensed; Costs 
associated with construction, includingi 
interest must be held in a special 
account and included in the rate Mse 
after the plant is used and useful. 

Rate increases are granted based on "past 
test year" and what is allowed to be in
cluded. No increases are permitted for 
expenses which are anticipated only. Con
struction Works in Progress (CWIP) are 
allowed in the rate base under certain 
circumstances. 

• Rate change application in 
Colorado is separate from 
CPCN which represents 
construction approval only 

Allan 0. Kotin, Economic Consultants 
Classification Worksheet 

POHNTIAL 
INTERACTION 
WI TH SPS 
RECTENNA: 

It is difficult to anticipate Le reaction of utility rate regulators to 
requests for financ1n9 assistance for the SPS. First. there is the issue 
of pre-financing (allowing CWIP in the rate base, guaranteeing purchase 
of electricity prior to construction, allowing interest on construction 
financing into the rate base before completion, etc.). Second, there 
is the problem of regulatory response mechanisms to regional pooling of 
finances and generating capacity. These issues are covered in Section 
VI.B. Financial and Rate Regulat1on. 

CONNECTICUT 

ilublic Utilities Control Authority 
(PUCA) ---- -- -- ~-- ----- ~- --

\pproval or Disap~roval of Application 
for ~ate Change 

Standard Fi 1 i ng Requirement 

Construction Works in Progress (CWIP) 
are not allowed in the rate base. 
R & D money must be expensed out in the 
current year. 

FLORIDA 

Florida Public Service Co1m1ission 
(PSC) 

Approval or Disapproval of Appl ica
tion for Rate Change 

Minimum Filing Requirements{Request) 
Orders (Response) 

----- ---- --
File and Suspend law: Utilities could 

NAMl OF 
AGL NC Y: 

NATURE OF 
REGULAl JON: 

DOCUMEN
TATION: 

STATUS OF 
STANDARDS: 

AGENCY 
HISTORY OR 
STATUS: 

raise rates ilrrned1ately, but must I TIMING: 

Request for rate increase is submit
ted to PSC and evaluated by Engineer
ing (to see if exoenses are justified 
and establish the dollar amount of 
the request), Rate Structure (to set 
rates to recoop expenses) and J..ccount 
ing (to review rate structure). 
Utility may be asked to rework its 
request based on the resutls of this 
process. 

No expenses for constructio of a 
power plant can be used as part of 
the rate base until the plant is 
in operation. 

Policy: The ratepayer is to pay for 
the cost of bringing the energy 
currently being provided. 

MAJOR 
SOURCE OF 
CONCERN; 
POL I CY: 
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Gl~£RAL 
SlAIEMUIT 
OF RlGU
LATION: 

NAME OF 
AGENCY: 

NATURE OF 
REGULATIOH: 

OOCUMEN
TATl ON: 

STATUS or 
STANDARDS: 

AGENCY 
HIS TORY OR 
STATUS: 

Tl'llNf.: 

MAJOR 
SOURCE or 
f.ONCF Rll; 
POLICY: 

co 
I 

U'1 

llectr-ic Utility Regulation (Rat~ case approval) 

The activiti~s of the rate regulators In this process Is to assess the 
approprlatpness of the public utilities' rate level and service. Utilities 
are usually regulated on a cost-plus basis. An inquiry ts conducted Into 
the expected costs and tt111tng of a new facility In order to Insure that 
utility estillliltes represent the true and allowable expenses for construction. 
When the Inquiry Is finished, a Certificate of Publ le Convenience and 
NecP~sity ts Issued by the PUC to the applicant utility authorizing funds. 
The Certificate has traditionally 111eant an authorization for the financing 
through rate adjustment, not site selection nor approval of need for the 
project. 

The Rate Base Is that account against which capital expenses are recouped 
through the customer. Once an expense Is allowed In the rate base It can 
be recouped and a profit or return Is allowed for the stockholder whose 
money was used to finance the venture. 

CALIFORNIA COLORADO 

Cal ifornla Public Utilities 
Comtission (PUC) 

Public lltllltles Connlssto of Colorado 
(PUC) 

Approval or Disapproval of Application 'Approval or Disapproval of Appllcatior1 
for Rate Change (Certificate of Public for Rate Change (Certificate of 
Convenience and Necessity) Public Convenience and Necessity). 

Request for Certificate of Public 
Convenience and Necessity 

In pursuing a pol Icy of protecting the 
ratPpayer from par tic ipat ing in the 
risk associated with financing new 
energy facilities, the PUC does not 
allow Construction Works in Progress 
(CWIP) to be incorporated in the 
rate base. Money saved through tax 
rel lef must be passed on to the rate
payer; a & D must be expensed; Costs 
associated with construction, inc1udin 
interest muH be held In a special 
account and included In the rate base 
after the rlant Is used and useful. 

Request for Cert I ft cate of Public 
"Convenience and Necessity 

PUC accepts the forecast Ing 111ethoclolo1n
of the utility but specifies chan\1es for 
future app 1 lea t Ions. 

Colorado Is In the process of establish
ing its pol lcies on rate regulatfon. A 
report on hearings conducted In 1'~7R will 
be presented to the Governor in ilJvewber. 

Rate Increases are granted based on "past 
test year" and what Is allowed to be In
cluded. No Increases are per111lttPd ror 
expenses which are anticipated only. Con
struction Works In Progress (CWIP) are 
allowed In the rate base under certa In 
ci rcumo; lances. 

f\ll.111 U. Kolin. ru111oi:iir fo11<.ult.111ts 
CJ,,.,, if i< ·•lion W"t I «l11·1'1(A) R/ 10/ IA 

POT£NTIAL 
IHT£RACTION 
WITH SPS 
REtTEHNA: 

It Is difficult to anticipate the reaction of utility rate regulators to 
requests for financing assistance for the SPS. First, there Is the Issue 
of pre-financing (allowing CVIP In the rate base, guaranteeing purchase 
of electricity prior to construction, allowing Interest on construction 
financing Into the rate base before COlllPletion, etc.). Second, there 
ls the probll'lll of regulatory response 111echanlS111S to regional pooling of 
finances and generating capacity. These Issues are covered In Section 
Yl.B. Financial and Rate Regulation. 

CONN[Cl ICUT 

Public Utilities Control Authority 
(PUCA) 

Approval or Disapproval of Appl !cation 
for Rate Change 

Standard Fil Ing Re11ul rement 

FLOR JOA 

Florida Public Service C011111lssfo11 

j~-S~!___ ---- - - .. -- -- . - -·-
Approval or Disapproval of Appl ica
tf on for Ra le Change 

Mini- Filing Requlrements(Request) 
Orders (Response) --- -- -·--·--· -· ------· 

File and Suspend law: Ut ill t tes coul 

NAM£ OF 
AGUICY: 

NA ruRE OF 
RF.GULATI ON: 

OOCUMEN
TATl DN: 

STATUS or 
STANDARDS: 

AGENCY 
HISTORY OR 
STATUS: 

raise rates lnmedlately, but 1111st TIM I NG: 

----- ------··-- --·- ---- -1-·- -------
-----------1 wait 8 msL_fllr:..u.lf.il!ll_(belold-·--

Construction Works In Progress (CWIP) 
are not allowed In the rate base. 
R & 0 llOney must be expensed out in the 
current year. 

Request for rate Increase is subllllt-
ted to PSC and evaluated by Engineer
ing (to see if exoenses are justified] 
and establish the dollar amount of 
the request), Rate Structure (to set 
rates to recoop expenses) and Accoun 
Ing (to review rate structure). 
Util tty 111ay be asked to rework Its 
request based on the resutls of this 
process. 

No expenses for constructlo of a 
power plant can be used as part of 
the rate base until the plant is 
in operation. 

Policy: The ratepayer is to pay for 
the cost of bringing the energy 
currently being provided. 

MAJOR 
SOURCE OF 
CONCERN; 
POLICY: 

All<ln D. Kot.In, fjonomic Consul tan 
Classification wohsh!'et(B) 8/10/71 



fl f, (,,' 1\1 1: t ,,1 q Land Use and loninq (all levels) 

Confonnance with land use plans and zoning designations Is generally Gl,EGAL 
S 1 Al [flf ~IT 
OF RlGU
LAllOU: 

NAMf OF 
AGUlC Y: 

NAlURE or 
REGULA! ION: 

DOCUM[N
TAl l Otl: 

STATUS Of 
STANOAROS: 

AGENCY 
HISJORY OR 
STAlUS: 

T/"11 NG: 

MAJOR 
SOUR([ or 
CON([ rn; 
POLICY: 

o:i 
I 

O'I 

a consideration at the local or county level. Statewide land use planning 
and the associated IMPS are usually a compilation of local plans. They 
serve the purpose of centralizing infonnation and, in the case of ~ome 
cases, arP part of an effort to reglonallze planning efforts. 

The National land use Policy Act (which was tabled during Nixon's last term) 
would ha.e forced states to establ lsh elaborate planning procedures to coordinate 
the planning functions of such concerns as air and water quality control. In 
1974 with the passage of the Housing and Con111mity Development Act, the federal 
government required that by 1977 each state receiving certain HUO grants engage 
in land use planning. The individual states' responses to such federal 
pressure to coorrlinate land use planning continues to vary. 

CAL I FORtll A 

City or County land Ilse/ Zoning 
authority /or Cal if. Energy Conniission 

Conformance with local land use and 
zoning ("i th CEC pr~-emption)* 

Initial Study/EIR/EIS 

The override of local zoning authorlza 
tion intended in the Warren-Alquist 

_ Act_has not been l_itiqa_te'!:___ 

The authority of the CEC is untested 
as to pre-e~tive zoning. There are 
indications that the legislature 
cou Id become i nvo I ved. 

The CEC 5uggests that local penilts Ile 
ob ta i ned as soon as poss i b 1 e. 

City and County General Plans are 
legally binding; reqional plans are 
not. 
*The Energy Commission(CEC) has been 
vested with an as yet untested 
pre-emption power over local zoning. 

CEC' s authority is 1 imited by authorlt 
of the C.iastal Commission (permit) and 
(in a recent case involving LNG) the 
PUC (which was asked by the leqislatur 
to pick a site along the coast for the 
terminal). 

COL ORA DO 

Co I or ado Land Use Commission or/ 
Local Land Use/Zoning Authority 

Proof of confonnance and/or change 
of zoning/land use designation is 
handled by the utility in its appll
cat ion. 

Requirements set by local agency 

Locally established, mechanism see•IS 
to exist for state 1eve1 pre-empt Ion. 

As~ume local agencies have developed 
planning and zoning policies. 

Re~uirements set by local agency 

Boards of County Commissioners may 
e<ercise authority regarding energy 
facility siting due to their authority 
with respect to zoning and subdivision 
deve 1 opment. 

Apparently the Land Use Commission has 
the power "to designate the site 
selection and constNctlon of major 
public utility facilities as a matter 
of state interest," and thereby po
tent i•llY override local zoning 
authority. In the one recent instance 
where this conflict could have arisen 
(Pawnee I), it did not since the Land 
Use Conmiss ion exempted the plant from 
this designation and allowed local 
authorities' zoning deci~ion to pre-
va i1. 

Allan 0. Kfllin, fco1101:1ic ronc:.ultrlnl\ 
f J.1'.'• i I it ,1t inn Wnt I ·.l11·rt(A) H/10/7A 

POl[NllAL 
lNllRl\CllON 
w1 rn srs 
RlU E NllA: 

The enonoous 1 and requirements tor the ret lenna will po'e the 11cs t 
difficult problems relative to the land use and zoning question. 
In nest states, it is unlikely that all of theproposed piece of land 
will have thP same use or zoning designation, or that it will be 
under the jurisdiction of a single namicipality. further, it is 
unlikely that an energy type of designation will be reserved for 
lar·ge, re11K>le, unpopulated areas. The issue of coordinating land 
use planning at the regional or state levPl will bear heavily on 
how easy or difficult this area of regulation will be for the SPS 
project. The real issue of whPther a state can actually pre-empt 
zoning and land use jurisdiction has not been titigated at the 
federal level. 

CONNI CT I CUT 

Power Facility [valuation Council* or 
Municipality or Council of MunicipltiPs 

ThP rnc cannot override local zoning 
without an appeal . 

FLORIDA 

Dept. of Enviro .. nental Regulation 
(as clearing house for application) 

DER acts as lead agency/clearinghouse 
between local and regional zoning 
and land use authorities. 

NAME OF 
AG[ NCY: 

NATURE Of 
REGULATION: 

Initial Study or Certificate of [nviron-1Applicatlon for Certification of Pro-1 DOCUMfN-
mental Compatibility and l'ublic NPed posed £1ectrica1 rower Generating TATION: 

_ _ _____ _ __ _______ . _ ---·- tlant..S.ite_!Il£JLEQn1LP£.llll 19~ 1,8/J/78) -- .- - -- - -

Zoning is not looked at as the completelLocal jurisdiction has recently been 
or list statement on land use control tested and tile ruling favor~d regional 
in this state. authority - no policy was intended. 

The power of zoning was granted by the 
states to the municipalities. State 
encourages conformance to the degree it 
can provide support financially. 

No state-imposed limitation 
identified 

The Pf EC ha' been gt ven preempt! ve 
authority over local zoning althouqh It 
must consider local intentions and 
show cause if It intends to override. 

Permitting on state-protected tidal 
and inland wetlands is handle 

Regional agencies attempting to plan 
and coordinate on regional hasis. 

No state-imposed I imitation 
itentlfied 

If there is a discrepancy ltPtween 
regional zoning and local zoning, 
the appeal is settled by the state. 
II recent case overruled the local 
authorities on the basis that it did 
not reflect impacts on a regional 
bas Is. 

Land cannot be purchased without I There is no intent that the DER as 
prior approval of the PHC so that the clearinghouse for power projects shoul 
fact of having purchased the land pre~t local land use controls. 
cannot be used "' a reason for selecting1 
the site. It is not likely, however, that this 

issue will be welcomed or that the 
jurisdictional questions will be 
answered In the near futurP. All 
those involved would be wary of pur
suing the issue again. 

SlATUS OF 
SlANDAROS: 

l\GfNCY 
HISTORY OR 
s 111 rus: 

TIMI NG: 

MAJOR 
SOIJRC[ OF 
COHCERN; 
POLICY: 

l\llan D. Kolin. ftonomic Consultants 
Classification WctkshePt(B} 8/10/78 



't :. ;~ i'; 

GC ~E RAL 
STA I HICUI 
OF RCGU
LATl 011: 

NAME or 
AGlNCY: 

NATURE OF 
RCGUl.ATIOll: 

OUCUMEN
TATI ON: 

SlATUS OF 
STANUAROS: 

AGENCY 
HISTORY OR 
STATUS: 

TIMING: 

MAJOR 
SOURCE OF 
CONCCRN; 
POLI CY: 

D:I 
I ....., 

Protection of Natural Aereal Rpsources (Coastal COlllDls!.lon>) 

In 1972, recognizing that conflicts over use of coastal lands and waters hacl 
reached a crisis point, the Federal Gove,.._nt passed the Coastal Zone Nana9eaie11t 
Act (CZMA). The Act provided funds for state programs, Identified federal !ic>als 
and out I ined a forwat for state coastal zone manaq-nt. 

If a state pro<Jr• qualifies, then 11111st federal agencfes 1111~t defer to the !•late 
progra111 when they conduct their actlvltles and l~sue penwits fn the coastal zonP. 
Air and water pol lutlon control laws are not, ho>n>ver, subordinated to the coastal 
program. 

The qualifying states 11111st develop a plan for approval by the Federal r.over,oment. 
It was not mandated that the states fo111 a separate c1111111lssfon with permitting 
power. 

CALIFORNIA 

California Coastal CCM11nfssion 
(& sh regional C~lsslons) 

Pe,..it to cons true t wl thin the 
deslgnatPd coastal zone, on lands off
shore or on the water. 

Initial Stu<ly/EIR/EIS 

The CCM11nhslon ta~es an active role 
in the planning and pennlttlng of 
projects In the coastal zone. 

The Coastal Plan has an energy section 
which discusses specific locations. 
It is unclear whether the Con1fs~lon 
wnuld i\sue a pe,..I t for a power plant 

If a pe,..ft Is requested.the proces
sing ti111e ranges frot11 42-63 days. 

Energy projects not coas la 1 dependent 
are discouraged by the C011111isslon. 

There Is precedent to Indicate that 
In a controversial situation, the 
California legislature will Involve 
ltsel f in eflf'rgy dee is Ions. 

The CEC pe,..I t does supercede the 
approval of the Coastal c.-fssfson 
but the Coastal C°""'isslon fs required 
to participate In site selection and 
facilities approval by forwarding a 
report to the CCC. 

In actual cases, however, It has 
proved difficult to override their 
authority. 
Conwlssion fs result of popular 
vote: 1972 Coastal lnltlattve 
(Proposition 20) 

COLORADO 

llot Applfcable 

All.1n IL rulin, r1om":1k fc111~11l1,1nts 

Cl<•'·' i ri1_,1I ion Wod •,l,..rl(ll) R/10/711 J 

POHNllAL 
INTERACT 1 ON 
WITH SPS 
RECTENliA: 

It is unlfkply tilat the boundaries of a rf!<:tenna facility wfll be included 
in thp jurisdiction of a C<1astal Zone Mana~t Plan. It is also too Parly 
to tell whether the 111jorlty of the states wtth the federal lllilndate to 
develop Coastal Zone Nanagl!llll!nt Plans will develop thl!lll as planning or per
mitting doc,_,,ts. If they becllllll! vehicles for approving develoi-nt 
through renolt approval, they could represent another level of jurisdictional 
authority for offshore sites. 

CONNECTICUT FLORIDA 

- ile-;;;rtme;t- ~f En;1~i;l-P;..;t;t1-;;n1·oepartinent offnviro-ritai Pro~ -
_o~~~to~ ~f _c~ast~_l___Area_Nanagew_nt _ ~_:;!~~~·A~!=·~~=~~n'l Quality, 

NAME OF 
AGENCY: 

Pol icy/Review 
Coordination 

Application for Certificate of 
Environmental Coqiatlbillty 

The Plan Is Intended as a policy docu
ment. Land use control questions It has 
raised have not been resolved. 

The state legislature requested and funde, 
further review and study before ft would 
approve and sublllt to federa 1 agency. 

Policy document, for review only. 

The Coasta 1 Plan fs in the develOJ1111ent 
stage. The legislature expects to sub
Mlt It for fP.deral approval in 12 1110nths. 
The Plan and the Authority ~htllll It are 
Intended to air tn coordinating the 
different levels of govenment And 
authorities Involved in the develoi-nt 
arprova 1 process. 

The Plan lncorpor~tes tidal wetland~ 
area protection. 

Boundary of Plan Includes HUD flood 
insurance boundary or a •ini- of 
I ,000 yards (but up to 4,000 yards in 
SOAll! areas . ) 

Pol icy/Rf'view NATURE OF 
R£ GULA Tl ON: 

ApjiTlcafiOri-ror i:ei'H11CaHon of Pro:. lJOCUMEN
posed Electrical P~r Generating TATION. 
Plan~ Site (DEl!_.~o,.. PE~!9-l,Bl.!l!_BJ. ____ : 

The legislature ts concerned about · STATUS OF 
adding another level of pe...,lttfng/ STANDARDS: 

_JICl_l_lg_!_nforc~t[_f"l!91.1Ja~io_n, etc .. __ _ 

In March of 1978 the state legislatu 
extended the tf-. It needs to eva I u
ate the Plan before Approval and 
sublllsslon to federal government.• 

Pol Icy doc.-nt. for review only 

*The Bureau has changed agencies twicel 
In the last fo11r years and been 
given contradictory IJUldel ines twicf' 
stnce aske4 to develop a Plan. These 
changes have df!layed eHorts to 
final lze and submit the Plan. At 
present, thf' Intent Is for the Plan's 
policies to be h1ple•mted within 
existing legal and jurisdictional 
framewo1·k wl th no Addltfona 1 re1-mi ts 
granted •S a result of the Plan. 

AGENCY 
1115 fORY OR 
SlATUS: 

TIMING: 

MAJOR 
SOURCE OF 
CONCERN; 
~ol 1 r.Y: 

Allan 0. l:.oti11. r4ono111ic Consultant~ 
Cldssiricat ion 111.lflsht>et(B) 8/10/78 



I , ' ... '.:> (I f I '. I I . 1 II ; ' ' 1 " ~ ; Air Qua I ity 

f.E ~£ RAL 
SlllllHE!IT 
or Rrr.u
Lll TI ON: 

NAME or 
AG£NCY: 

NATURE or 
REGULATIOH: 

DOCUMEN
T A 11011: 

STATUS OF 
STANDARDS: 

AGENCY 
HISTORY OR 
STATUS: 

TI '1 lllG : 

MAJOR 
SOURCE OF 
CONCERN; 
rOLICY: 

c:> 
I 
00 

largely as a result of federal mandate, all four states have 
detailed methodologies to go about application for air quality 
control pen11lts. Applicants are usually directed to contact 
the air qua I lty control agency before procerding vPry var Into the 
per11itting process. 

CALI FOHN IA COLOR/I DO 

Air Quality Nanagewient District (AQHD) I Air Pollution Control !llvision, 
Color•do Department of Health 

Per11it to Construct and Per11i t to 
Operate 

Initial Study/CIR/EIS 

Detailed criteria, with SOiiie 
threshold. 

federally mandated since 1970. 

Clean Air Air Amendloends of 1970. 

Pennit to construct usually takes 
60 days. 

Air quality currently being used to 
stop a major fuel storage fac11 ity 
in the rort of l°"9 !leach. 

Energy Conwiss ion cannot prel!ftlPt 
pen11ltting authority of local air 
quality agencies. 

Agency names recently changed. 

Enforcement of federal Ambient 
Air Standards 

EIR/EIS 

Deta i I ed cri terh, wl th some 
threshold. 

Clean Air Act of 1970 (U.S. Congress) 

Colorado Air Pollution Control C011111isslon 

Time limit not legislated. 

At present, no specific legislative 
provisions exist which authorize 
regulation of develor-t>t on the bas is 
of the potential air pollution that would 
result from consequent concentrat Ion of 
autOlllObil e use. However, such regul a-
t ion Is being suggested by the Air 
Pollution Control C011111ission and air 
qua 1 i ty standards wl II usua II y be con
sidered by stage agencies and local 
qovernments in land use dt>cisions. Pro
posed projects which appear to unneces
sarily disreg•rd air quality are likely t 
be considPred unfavorably in local 
zoning dPcisions. 

1\11.-rn 0. r..utin, ru1111M:liC fu11r.ull;mfS 
(1.1"ifirali'>n wnd•.h1'1•l(ll) 11/10//ll 

roHNl IAl 
lNTCR/ICT ION 
WITH SPS 
RFC1£NNA: 

Operation of SPS rectennas should pose no difficulty in obtaining 
necessary pennits since prelindnary evaluation Indicates no 
potential for degradation of alllblent air quality. ThP construction 
permit could be delat~d on the basis of emissions from autos and 
machinery In areas with unusual sensitivity to pollution and/or 
•s a political tool on the part of a local agency. 

CONNlC Tl CUT 

Department of Environmental 
Protect Ion 

Per11its for Construct ion and 
Operat Ion 

Direct Appl lcation/EIR/EIS 

Detailed crl terla, with some 
theshold. 

Regulations effective June 1, 1972 

Not specified by regulations. 
·------ -- --·· 

Compliance with Air Quality 
Standards. 

FLORIDA 

Regional Planning Conmission 
Dept. of Environmental Regulation 

Review and Enforcement of Standards; 
Complex Source and Stationary SourcP. 
Penni ts. 

t1AM£ or 
AGENCY: 

NA TUR£ OF 
RlGllL/IT ION: 

Application for CPrtlfication of J DDCUMfN-
Proposed Electrical Power Generating TAllOfl: 

_ .PJ.anLSJie. (D£P~form PERM .19-L 8/U 8) _ 

Detailed criteria, with some 
theshold. 

Documentation dot's not specify; 
assume agency formed on frderal 
111andate. 

Not specified by availablP data. 

C0111pl iance with Air Qual lty 
Standards. 

STAfUS or 
ST/IND/IRDS: 

/IGENCY 
HISTORY OR 
STATllS: 

TIMING: 

MAJOR 
SOURCE or 
CONC[RN; 
POllCY: 

/lllan D. Y.otin, r~onomic fonsultanl! 
Cl.>ss if ilation Wt.hshPet(B) R/10/78 
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nr~s 01 r:_;;i•:.11; 1· r.: Water Qua! ity 

G£~£RAL 
STATEMEllT 
OF REGU
LATION: 

NAM£ OF 
AGENCY: 

Wfth the passage of the Federal Uater Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 
(FWPCAA), the Federal Government placed the responsfbflity for water pollutton 
control on EPA and the fndfvfdual states. The stated goal ts to achieve water 
quality that wfll support ftshing and recreational uses by 1983 and eli11tn1te 
pollution tn the nation's waterways by 1985. The Act prohibited discharges of 
effluent Into the water without a pe1111tt and established the National Polh1tto1, 
Discharge E1111ination System (NPDES) to set standards and issue pennits. S·tat•!S 
may adntinister NPDES by passing approprtate law~ and establlshtng satfsfact.ory 
administra t fve procedures. Publ fc law 92-500 further defined discharge st11ndards 
required for pennittfng. 

CALIFORNIA COLORADO 

POTENTIAL 
INTERACTION 
WITH SPS 
RECTENNA: 

Early research tndtcates potential for leachtng of •btllboards• and warns stte 
selection research to avotd any effect on groundwater frOll chelltcals. The 
early envtl'Ollllll!ntal evaluatton reports that constructton of the rectenn1 •can 
daNge the terratn .tn such a ilanner as to tncrease water run-off durtng stonn 
and thus decrease the local .ater supply requtred for plant and ant .. 1 ltfe.• 
This effect ts te11POrary and all •ftfgattve measures are asslllll!d. Based on the 
above-eentfoned research and dtscussfons with st1te agency representattves, 
no long-ter11 effects ~re expected to hinder granting of water qualtty perwfts 
given the fo llowtng assimnpt tons: water tn streus running through the buffer 
z~ will not be affected bytncre1sestn 1fr tl!lll!Jerature; .ater requfn!lll!nts 
for construction c1n be trucked to the site ff necess1ry; sanitary factlftfes 
can be provided by llObfle units; no wells Med be drilled; any Increase tn 
temperature (afr or ground) will not measurably affect aquifer evaporation 
rate; and permnent .ater supply requtrments will be negltgfble. 

CONNECTICUT FLORIDA 

state water Resi>UrCes- Control 8oara 
(SllRCB); Dept. of Fish and Galll! (DFG) Departllent of Natural Resource·s, Departllent of Envfro-ntal Protection, 

Dfvfsfon of Water Resources (~~nalts) water Compliance I Hazardous Substances* 
Bureau of water Management NAME OF 

AGENCY: 
... AlllLlllds.fon.4'-IUldl~-i-ew}---- --- - ·· --------+------

NATURE OF j SWRCB Issues pennlts at regional level; I Pe1111fts and/or review 
REGUtAllON: DFG reviews for wlldlffe protection 

Pel'Wllt and/or review Permit and/or review NATURE OF 
REGULATION: 

DOCUMEN
T AT I Ori: 

STATUS OF 
STANDARDS: 

AGENCY 
HISTORY OR 
STATUS: 

Tl"'ING: 

MAJOR 
SOURCE or 
COllCERN; 
POLI CY: 

co 
I 
ID 

Initial Study/EIR/EIS 

Detailed criteria and threshold 
values. 

Enabling legislation: Porter 
Cologne Act 

NPDES pennlts usually take 90-180 
days, a state pe1111it can take less ti 

The objective of the SllRCB in i1111>le-
11entlng the various water quality 
control laws is to protect existing 
and potential beneficial uses of 
state waters. 

Actual perMits are issued as the re
giona I level. 

. -- -------- - ------- Appltcatfon for Certfflcatfon Of Pro- DOCUMEN-
Dlrect Applfcatfon/Certfffcate of posed Electrtcal Power Generating TATION: 

Applicatton for pel'lltt or EIS Envfroninental C011P1tfbflfty Pl !!..kl"LP.E81Lli:-L.8LllZ __ 
--·---------·------- ---- ----

Detailed criteria and threshold 
values. 

Detailed criteria and threshold 
values. 

Detailed crtterta and threshold 
values. 

STATUS OF 
STANDARDS 

--- ----·--· --------------
Enabl Ing leghlatfon: Colorado Hater 
Quality Control Act, Title 25, 
Article 8, 1973 

Enabltng legtslatfon: Connecttcut General Enabling legtslatton: Safe Drinking 
Statutes, Section 25-541, IS -nded. water Act 

AGENCY 
HISTORY OR 
STATUS: 

- -· .. -- -·--- ---f----- ··--·-------1---------
Ho state-lqiosed lf11ltatlon 
Identified. 

The quantitative standards ot' Colorado's 
StreaM Classff1catton and thl! discharge 
pe1111H regulations wll 1 usua'l ly require 
substantial measures to mlnh~lze or 
prevent additional pollution. 

Water Is a scarce resource fa Cc lorado 
and its use ts regulated by •I cc..,lex 
system of priorities based o•n we·l1-
def1ned and tested statutes. 

Measures wfl 1 be required to prt•vent 
pollutants from being carried Into 
strea~ by surface runoff. 

All.m D. Kot.in, frnno111k f.on,ultants 
Cld,siri1-.1t inn Worksl11•.,r(A) 8/lD/18 

Hearings must begin no 111re than 60 No explfcft state-level requfre11ent 
days after r~efpt of_!l!2!illtfon. fdenttffed. ___ _ 

Compliance with water Quality Standards 

*The Dept. of Water Resources ts 
responsible for protecting underground 
aquifers vta permitting of construction 
tn Tidal and Inland Wetlands. lhe 
state's wetlands penaftttng Is qutte 
strict. 

water quality •nageamt plans are 
establfshed by Regional water Manage
ment Dtstrfcts fn conformnce with 
State water Use and lllter Qualtty 
Plans. 

Florida's water quality control 
standards are stricter than EPA's. 

Construction fn Ttdal Wetlands Is 
over·seen by the Anay Corps of 
Engineers. 

TIMING: 

MAJOR 
SOURCE OF 
COllCERll; 
POLI.CY: 

Allan D. Kolin, £(0110111tc Consultant 
Classification Wofksheet(B)S/10/78 
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